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Cyclists to
take to the
roads this
weekend
Special to the Ledger
A road race and cntenum will
be held Saturday, Feb. 27, and
Sunday, Feb. 28, according to
Stephanie Butler, convention
and event coordinator with
Convention
and
Visitors
Bureau.
On Saturday, participants
from colleges acmss the country will cycle in a road race. The
race will take place in Kirksey.
beginning at Kirkscy Baptist
Church, and consists of a 16mile loop. Motorists traveling in
these areas are asked to exercise
caution. as the roads will be
open during the race, she said.
A criterium tent), which is a
short bicycle race held on
closed-off city streets and consisting of several laps, will be
downtown Sunday starting at 9
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C.C. school district begins alert system
SchoolMessenger
goes into service
Monday, March 1
By DAVID DOWDY
Calloway County School District
alloway County Schools
will
introduce
the
SchoolMessenger communications service beginning
Monday',
March
1
SchoolMessenger will allow
administrators to quickly and
vfficiently place thousanus of
telephone calls to share news of

C

district-wide events or to send a
personalized message to an
individual student's parent.
Assistant
Superintendent
Randy McCallon was pleased
to
be
able
to
add
SchoolMessenger to the ever
increasing list of communication tools available to Calloway
County Schools.
"Keeping
our
parents
informed is a priority for our
district", McCallon said. "We
believe that parent involvement
is a key to improving t)ot.h student achievement and attendance. The ability to share

IlloCalkso

provide the school district an
efficient method to contact par
ems of a smdent who has an
unexcused absence or tardy
recorded for a particular day.
One message will remind parents who have not yet contacted
their child's school to provide a
doctor's excuse or other valid
excuse upon the child's return
to school. A different message
will acknowledge that a parent
has contacted the school regarding their child's absence. but
that the absence is currently
recorded as unexcused. pending
the parent providing a doctor's

Ashby

information using a telephone
will be especially helpful for
our tainilies who don't have
access to our District Web site.SchooiMessenger will also

show
'
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ng Here in
ommunity

Thursday...Mostly sunny.
Highs around 40
Thursday
night Mostiy
clear. Lows in Me lower 20s.
Friday.. Partly cloudy Highs
in the upper 40s.
Friday night.. Partly cloudy.
Lows in the upper 20s.
Saturday. .Fartiy
cloudy
Highs in the upper 40s.
Saturday
night ..Partiy
cloudy. Lows in the upper 20s
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Chamber speaker gives a STAR customer service talk
Ily NAWIONS TEAGUE
Recognition) customer service
Staff Writer
program. She said employees
No matter where you work, should realize that no matter
you need to be aware at all where they are at any given
times that everyone is a poten- time, there is the potential of
tial customer.
encountering current or future
This was the overlaying mes- customers. Even if one is just
sage to every piece of advice venting at someone for slowgiven to Murray-Calloway ing down traffic, the person in
County
Chamber
of the next car could be your next
Commerce
members customer, she said.
Wednesday by Michelle Allen
Even employees who don't
of the Shining STAR (Service care about their current Job and
Training
Achievement are looking to leave should
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The inaugural United Way Community Radiothon
kicked otf at Kroger Wednesday on 1340 WNBS.
Above, Margaret Elkins, right, had the initial idea
to ask for 1,000 community members to pledge
$10 per month for 2010 to the United Way. She
is joined by Aaron Dail, director of resource
development. At left throughout the drive,
guests have been making one-hour appearances on the show. including Jason Billington
from the Murray Insurance Agency.

nited
Way
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0
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Bridal
Show
grows in
3rd year

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky House Speaker Greg
Stumbo says budget writrrs are
looking at possibly suspending
iome tax exemptions to help
balance the next stale. budget.
Stumbo
told
reporter,
Wednesday that House leaders
are loolung at a "significant
package" that could generate

Three Sections - 22 Pages

See Page 2A
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House leaders looking
at suspending tax breaks

INDEX

excuse or other valid excuse,
The calls will he made in late
morning, and again in early
evening. The evening call will
be triggered by any unexcused
afternoon absence, and by any
unresolved absences for the
entire day
Fred Ashby. Calloway County
director of Pupil Personnel,
encouraged parents to refer to
the school handbooks or the
school Web site (www.calloway.kyschools.us) tor clanflcation on attendance polictes.

Murra
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remember it could come back to haunt
that any cus- him or her later. The job intertomer eould viewer nught not be able to
have
the figure it out at first. but they
power to hire will eventually
them for a
"They may not remember
more desir- your name, but they'll rememable job in the ber your face." Allen said.
future. If an "Everyone should treat their
employee job like it's the best Job they've
Allen
doesn't treat ever had and the only one they
every
cus- will ever have "
tomer with respect and give
them the best service possible, III See Page 2A

ALL ELECTRIC HEATFRS
ago

IN See Page 2A

Census events
planned loudly
for next week,
°Was report
TOM ousey
Staff Writer
Special Census 2010
events focusing on Murray
State University students,
Calloway•s senior citizens,
Hispanic residents and agricultural workers have teen
planned by members of the
Murray-Calloway County
Complete Count Committee.
Informational campaigns
and a public rally concerning the importance of the
census will take place at
Nlurray State University and
the Weeks Community
II See

Page 2A
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lby NYSE", LOUGH
Staff Writer
The annual Murray Bridal
Show continues to expand and
will offer additional vendors
mid a fashion show this year at
the Regional Special Events
Center.
Pie show. which offers free,
admission and runs from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday. Feb.:
27, features more than 4-0 ven-:
dors from the quad-state region,.
as well ac many Ica:al vendors:
Reg stered vendors inc I ude.
wedding photographers, videographers. caterers, tuxedo rental
companies. dress companies
and much more.
"It's a one-stop shop tor a
bride who is looking for (he
best locally and regionally,"
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NI Alert system...
From Front
. "At the elementary' level, a
. ..parent may contact the school to
provide a valid excuse ;or the
first ten (10) absence events for
• !the school year, whether those
• -be partial or full day absences,"
Ashby said. "Any absences
2 beyond that number require a
' -doctor's excuse or principal
approval in the case of an eaten' uating circumstance. At the
middle school level, a doctor's
'excuse or pnncipal approval is
needed for any absence events
beyond eight for the school
year. The high school atten. *dance policy requires a doctor's
, excuse or principal appmval for
; any absence events beyond four
-for die semester."
Ashby believes the implemen..tation of SchoolMessenger at
'this point in the school year will

•Census events...

be helpful to the parent of any
student who has accumulated
the number of absences requiring a doctor's excuse.
"When communication is
lacking. unexcused events
unnecessarily accumulate, and
may be addressed as truancy
issues," Ashby said.
Calls regarding attendance
will begin on Monday, March 1.
Other calls related to student
achievement
and
parent
involvement
will
follow.
SchoolMessenger will not be
used for extra-curricular or
fund-raising communication.
Parents with questions or who
have recently changed phone
numbers are encouraged to contact their child's school. For
more
information
on
SchoolMessenger,
visit
www.schoolmessenger.com.

All Cyclists ...
,
-.From Front
s.1-0a.m. Kevin Bogard, president of
ass'
:yohe Murray' State Cycling Club
:::says a crit is a great spectator
d.:•sport, "because it involves a mass
start, riders are usually elbow to
elbow and intense crashes are
:common." He said he hopes the
crit will gain more exposure from
the community this year than it
siid last year when it was held for
the first time on MSU's campus.
'Many people didn't even know
'the race happened last year.
'Hopefully. by' bringing it downtown more people will come out
to watch," he said.
Traffic. especially church traffic, is urged to be aware and cau'hous during this time, Butler stated. The roads will be partially'

closed and volunteers will be stationed at the major intersections
to let traffic through. The race
course will begin at 3rd and
Maple streets heading south. The
nders will turn left onto Elm
Street, left onto South LP Miller
Street, right onto Poplar Street
and left back onto Maple Street.
The times for the races are as
follows: Men's D/Intro, 9 a.m., 30
minutes; Men's C, 9:50 a.m.. 30
minutes; Women's B/C/Intro,
10:35 a.m., 3t) rninutes. Men's B,
11:20 a.m., 45 minutes; Women's
A, 12:20 p.m., 45 minutes; Men's
A, 1:20 p.m.. 45 minutes.
For more information on the
road race and crit, contact Kevin
Bogard at (615)418-8519.

•Chamber speaker...
From Front
It a customer has received bad
service. the employee should
apologize for it right away
because oftentimes, all people
really care about is hea,ring
someone say they're sorry,
Allen said. Sometimes cus::,:tomers will even act like they
have received bad service when
they haven't. but it isn't up to
.the unfortunate employee to
-question
the
customer's
motives.
• "We don't know what kind of
day. they've had,- Allen said.
"They might have losi a loved
':•one. They might have received
75bad service somewhere else and
didn't say anything, but they've
been stewing about it in the car
:the whole way there and when
they get to you, they're ready to
take it out on you.Allen also said that employees
‘•and business owners and maneagers should get to know their
:jcommunities and work to
!I:enhance it because it makes it

better for everyone. It someone
asks for directions, one should
be prepared to give them and
write them down. She said if the
tourist simply nods while being
given directions hut forgets
thein down the road, the person
isn't going to blame themselves
for not listening. She said it is
also important to remember that
tourism is the third largest
industry in Kentucky, so it is
vital to treat everyone well no
matter where they're from and
even if they are just passing
through.
Other Isits of advice Allen
gave included:
• The first impression is often more
important than the sersace
• Noe-verbal signals are as important
as what is said to a oustomef
• An employee snould never say
dont know' to a customer
• Never touch a customer. even if he
or she is being extremely disruptive.
• No matter what your pos:tion is,
everyone 15 responsible tor customer
service.
• Amays answer the telephohe with
an upbeat greeting aixigive your name

From Front
Center.
Nancy Mieure. chair of the
committee, said reaching out to
the entire corrununity. particularly
members of those targeted groups,
is very important.
"Those are the three groups we
expect to have the most difficulty.
getting them to fill out their census forms," Mieure said. "But we
have to get them to understand
how important it is to do it
because filling out those forms
will determine how much funding
Calloway County' and the state of
Kentucky gets for the next 10
years.There is also a possibility that
Kentucky' may' lose a representative in Congress based on population, according to Census officials.
Next week. the committee is
sponsonng Census Rally 2010 at
the We,aks Community Center at
607 Poplar Street that will focus
on getting information out to the
public. The rally will take place
from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 3 with County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and
Murray Mayor Danny Hudspeth
attending. The event will feature a
fre,e health screening and a food
dnve for Need Line and will feature the Census 2()1(1 mobile unit
that is traveling the entire USA in
support of similar rallies providing information concerning the
census count.
Elkins said getting an accurate
count is very important.
"Much of our federal and state
tax money including our transportation dollars is determined by
population," he said. "We believe
we have grown since the 2000
census but it is important that the
2010 numbers are consistent with
our actual population. It is my
undeNtanding that they have sim-

'Allied the process for this census
and that the information you provide is confidential. I request
everyone return their questionnaire in a timely matter."
This week, the commiuee is
making a special effort to contact
students at
Murray State
University. Census rules make
Murray State University' students
officially residents of Murray for
county purposes regardless of
where their hometown is located.
Robert Papajeski, a Munay State
University student working with
the conuninee, kicked off a threeday effort Wednesday to get the
information out to students.
Papajeski will be stationed on
the second floor of the Curris
Center Friday from 11 a.m. until 1
p.m. Mieure and Papajeski
empha.size the importance of getttng students to fill out census
forms anti are encouraging all students to obtain the 10 question
survey and fill it out.
Census forms are scheduled to
begin appearing in mailboxes this
month well ahead of the official
Apnl 1 kick-off date. Those that
have not received a form by
Nlarch 31 may pick one up. For
rnore information about obtaining
a census form contact Murray
City Hall at 762-0350 or the
Calloway County Courthouse at
753-2920. The official short-form
contains 10 questions and is easy
to fill out.
"Idon't think it will take anyone
more than about 15 minutes to fill
out the whole thing and mail it,"
Mieure said. "The Census Bure,au
made it real easy this year."
Census officials want the public
to know that census data, by. federal law, may: only: be used for statistical purposes. The data Ca11110(
be shared with law enforcement,
immigration, the IRS or any other
govemment or private entity.

II Bridal Show ...
From Front
Event organizer Amy Maness
said. -The great thing about a
bridal show is it gives the bride
an opportunity to look at all different kinds of vendors and
compare."
After some vendors had to
drop out last year due to the ice
storm that occurred close to the
show, Maness said a large number have expressed interest in
this years' show- and she currently has 43 booths scheduled.
"I'm really surpnsed at the
amount of new: people we have
coming on board," she said.
"I've had lots of calls from people in Paducah wanting to be
part of the show. Also, we have
acquired a sponsor, Froggy
103.7, and they've been getting
vendors in from other areas."
With previous vendors representing a large variety of products from cosmetics to candle
warmers, attendees can expect
to find a wealth of information
regarding all aspects of planning a wedding.
"We've got a good selection
of different people ... local
names and new ones as well,"
Nlaness said.
The layout of the show will be
expanded to hold the new vendors and the new fashion show.
Murray State University students involved in the Public
Relations Student Society of

America will be organizing the
fashion show.
"It's going to feature local and
regional dress shops. We're
working with PRSSA on that.
(PRSSA) always does a fashion
show every year and we needed
one, so it's a win-win situation.
It will start at noon and go from
there, lasting about an hour to
an hour and a half. It's going to
be a really neat thing," Maness
said.
To accomodate for the additional exhibitors and fashion
show. Maness said the show
will spill over into an additional
side of the top floor of the
RSEC. Last year the show was
moved up to the upper level
concourse from the lower level,
giving it room to grow. Maness
said she hoped it will eventually
grow to fill all four sides of the
DECr
oo.
RS
prizes will be given
hourly and based on a passportstyle entry. Brides will receive a
card that every vendor must initial before they tum it in.
"The exhibitors like that
because it gives them a chance
to talk to all the brides, and it
gives brides a minute to look at
each individual exhibitor,"
Maness said.
For more information on the
Murray Bridal Show, visit
www.murraystate.edu/rsec/brid
alshowinfo.htm.

Jury recommends death
for Dunlap in child killings
SMITHLAND, Ky.(AP) — A
western
Kentucky
jury'
Wednesday recommended the
death penalty for a man who
pleaded guilty to the brutal slayings of three children.
The jury deliberated Kevin
Wayne Dunlap's sentence for
about three hours in Livingston
County. The Kentucky New Era
reported.
Dunlap pleaded guilty on Feb.
9 to three counts of murder in
the 2008 killings along with an
attack on the children's mother
at their home in rural Trigg
County, near the Fort Campbell
military post. Dunlap. a former
Arrny soldier, also pleaded
guilty to rape, kidnapping, arson
and tampenng with evidence.
Circuit Judge C.A. Woodall III
said he would formalty sentence
Dunlap on March 19.
A prosecutor and an attorney
for Dunlap gave closing statements Wednesday before the
jury went into deliberations
Commonwealth's Attorney
G.L. Ovey showed photos of the
slain children — ages 17, 14 and
5 — during his closing statements.
"Three living human beings
on Oct. 15, 2008 — lives worth
living," Ovey said as he pointed

to Dunlap in the courtroom.
"But the evidence shows that
this killer took that away."
Ovey pleaded with the jury to
sentence Dunlap to death.
precious
human
"Three
beings. If ever the facts warranted the imposition of the death
penalty, it's these facts," he said
Dunlap's attorney, Jame.
Gibson, argued that Dunlap ha.
mental health issues. He told the
jury that Dunlap's 7-year-old
son would not understand a
death sentence for Isis father.
"What effect is the death
penalty and Kevin Dunlap's
execution going to have on his
children?" Gibson asked the
jury. "Their father kills some
children. Killing is wrong. and
to show that killing is wrong.
they kill him? Does that make
sense to a 7-year-old?"
were
proceedings
The
stre,arned Wednesday on WPSDTV's Web site.
Calls to Ovey and Gibson
were not retumed Wednesday.
The jury heard emotional testimony from the children's
mother last week during the sentencing trial.
She said she was stabbed and
left for dead after Dunlap set
fire to her home.

Playhouse Disney Live! performances added
MURRAY, Ky. - Due to original storyline follows this
tremendous public response, colorful cast as they set off in
Playhouse Disney Live! will their unique ways to create and
continue to entertain audiences contribute songs and music for
Murray. Performances have an unforgettable musical part
been added on Friday, March at Mickey's Clubhouse.
12, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Produced
by
Feld
State University;s Regional Entertainment, Playhouse
Special Events Center. At this Disney Live! is a brand new
live stage show, children sing,
production featuring four shows
dance and play along with their
in Disney Channers popular
pals from Mickey
Mouse
Playhouse Disney program
Clubhouse, Little Einsteins
block for preschoolers. For tickandHandy Manny, as well as
et
information, please visit
the stais of the brand new show,
www.playhousedisneyli ve.com.
My Friends Tigger & Pooh.
Regional Special Events
Playhouse Disney Live! represents the first time that char- Center Show Times are: Friday,
acters from the Playhouse March 12, 3:30 p.m. and 6:30
Disney programs will be togeth- p.m. Ticket Prices are: $30, $20
er on the same stage, creating and $15. Charge by Phone:
interactive moments for chil- (877) 894-4474. Internet Sales:
dren and their families. The www.ticketmaster.com.

Elementary essay HMs
announced for 2010
Staff Report
Honorable haelitton award
winners in the elemental-)category of the 2010 Steve
McReynolds
Community
Essay Contest have been
announced.
They are: Brett Garner, third
grade,
East
Calloway
Elementary; Kathryn Foster,
fourth
grade,
Southwest
Calloway Elementary; Cole
Mason Foster, fourth grade,
Murray Middle School; Claire
Dixon, fourth grade, East:
Emily Stockwell, fifth grade,
North Calloway Elementary
School: Anna Cate Brown. fifth
grade, MMS.
These students were recently
honored
at
the
Steve
McReynolds
Community
Essay Contest banquet held at
the Curris Center at Murray'
State University.

II House...
From Front
about $4.00 million in revenue
by suspending some tax exemptions for two years.
House budget writers are
struggling to plug a more than
$1 billion shortfall in erafting a
state spending plan for the nexi
two years, starting July 1.
House leaders are hoping to
finish work in the coming day..
on a two-year budget plan.
Stumbo predicted the budget
will be balanced.
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Tovm Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Elections is scheduled to meet at 3:30 p.m.
today. Thursday, in the
Calloway County Clerk's
Office in the courthouse.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Spring Schedule
2010

Green Plain School
of Biblical Studies

Mur
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Green Plain School of Biblical Studies

Each Monday Night March 1 - May 24, 2010.7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Subjects:
The Home as God Would Have It
Virgil Hale - Hickory Grove Church of Christ

's

First & Second Timothy
Robert Meredith - Green Plain Church of Christ
TItuS
Larry Powers - Sharon Church of Christ

211
imm

PhileniOn & Jude
Victor Eskew - East Wood Church of Christ
A ciass

prtwrded for chikker or. those alleoloc frw edufi c.asses

Ptaase fee,' free fr,errand

tY as merry CL95.W as you oftd,
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3980 PAurray Paris Road
Hazel, KY 42049
Phone:(270)492-8206
Website, greenplain.org

greenplainegreeriplain.org
1 mile off htwy. 641
rsear the corner of the
Green Plain and Murray Paris Road
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Walker featured with MSU Wind, Jazz Ensemble

Mrs. 011ie Louise Massey
Mrs. 011ie Louise Massey 93, Murray, died Wednesday, Feb. 24,
2010, at 10:15 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray. 1.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Richard Duke
Richard Duke, 75, Hazel, died Wednesday, Feb. 24, 2110, at 7:30
p.m. at his home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Brooks (Hoot) Gibson
{he tuneral tor Broi
Hoot) Gibson will be Friday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of 1.H. Chur,hill Funeral Home. Bro. Jerry Lee and John
Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hazel
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday). Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Hazel City Cemetery
Maintenance Fund, c/o Patsy Brarnlett, P.O. Box 8,
Hazel, KY 42049.
Mr. Gibson, 76, Hazel, died Wednesday, Feb.
24. 2010 at 4:20 a.m.
He retired after 30 years of service with B.F.
Goodrich, Calvert City, and also served as president to the AFL-C10 Union. He was a past mayor
Gibson
of Hazel, member of Hazel Church of Christ, member of Ccricemed Citizens of Calloway County and previous owner
and operator of E&W Lawn Service. He was a hunter, coached
youth baseball and a fan of University of Kentucky.
Born Dec. 29, 1933, in Buchanan, Tenn., he was the son of the
late Thomas and Ella Groom Gibson. Also preceding him in death
were two sisters, Elith Phi:yaw and Modena Thornton, and five
brothers, Miller, Robert, J.L, Howard and Jim Henry Gibson.
Survivors include four daughters, Sharon Eaves, Rita Emery and
husband, Jeff, and Cindy Hart and husband, John, all of Hazel, and
Lisa Fletcher and husband, Paul, Ashland; one son, Terry Gibson,
Hazel; nine grandchildren, Amy Gibson Elliott. Brennan Gibson,
Holly Emery, Jason and Alicia Eaves, Taylor and Sydney Fletcher
and Dustin arid Clint Wilson; six great-grandchildren.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Dortha Broach Jones
The funerdl for Mrs. Donha Broach Jones was today (Thursday)
at I I a.m. in the chapel of 1.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev.
Richard Smith and Bob Warren officiated. Grandsons served as pallbearers. Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to C.W. and Dortha
Broach Jones Educational Scholarship Fund, c/o Murray State
University Office of Development, 106 Development Center,
Murray. KY 42071.
Mrs. Jones, 87, Frankfort, formerly of Murray, died Sunday, Feb.
21, 2010, at 1:15 p.m. at Golden Living Center, Frankfort.
She had been secretary of Production Credit Agency in Murray
and then she was owner and operator of the Craft Shop in Murray.,
and a homemaker. She had been a member since 1937 at First
United Methodist Church, Murray, was a former member of the
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan Circles and a former leader of the United
Methodist Youth Fellowship. She had also taught Sunday school.
Preceding her in death were her husband, C.W. Jones, who died
Aug. 26, 2007; her parents, Will H. and Beulah Richardson Broach;
two sisters, Virginia Broach Swann and Beth Broach; and two brothers, Harrell and James William Broach. She was born Nov. 4, 1922,
in Calloway County.
Survivors include two daughters, Glenda Harried, Frankfort, and
Yvonne Vogt and husband. Rich, Benton; two sons, EA.1 P. Jons and
wife, Lynn, Drummonds, Tenn., and Rick Jones and wife, Pam,
Murray; one sister, Jo Fielder, Murray; 15 grandchildren, Jessica
Jones Paine and husband, Tim, Lowes: Leslie Lynn, Memphis,
Tenn.; Benson Jones arid Isaiah Jones, Murray; Richie Jones and
wife, Jamie, Milbum; Sydney Vogt and Bethany Vogt, Benton;
Andrew Harned and Matthew Harned, Frankfort; Ed W. Jones,
Oxnard, Calif.; Rick P. Jones and wife, Melissa, Davis, Okla.;
Donald C. Jones, Oceanside, Calif.; Wade Skinner, Paducah: Haley
Vincent and husband, Andrew. and Candus Lachovsky and husband,
Matt, Memphis, Tenn.; 14 great-grandchilciren, Ru Jones, Sophie
Jones and Eli Jones, Milburn; Cheyenne Jones and Sequoyah Jones,
Woodland Hills, Calif.; Kaitlyn Jones, Jesseca Jones, Samantha
Jones and Zachary Jones, Davis, Okla.; Nadia Paine, New- Zealand;
Wyatt Paine, Lowes; Kristen Bailey and Shayne Bailey. Memphis,
Tenn.; and J.T. Skinner. Paducah; one great-great-grandchild, Chloe
Donaldson, Memphis. Tenn.

Special to the Ledge'
The Murray State Urn N.ersity
Symphonic Wind Ensemble and
Jazz Orchestra will present a
special concert on Friday, Feb.
26 at 7 p.m. in the Lovett
Auditorium on campus. The
concert is in conjunction with
the 64th annual Quad-State
Senior High Band Festival and
will feature international classical and jazz flute artist, Jim
Walker.
Few other flutists in history
have made such indelible marks
in so many musical circles.
From jazz to pop to classical,
television to film to the concert
hall.
Jim Walker has done it all. To
be principal flute in three major
orchestras is to sit at the pinnacle of the profession. While
most flutists would spend the
rest of their careers in this posi-

tion, Walker felt an eagerness
and aspiration to move his
music-making forward yet
again. In 1982, Walker left the
orchestral world, diving off the
mountaintop into the world of
jazz and studio recording.
"He is an incredible musician," noted Director of Bands
and Orchestra Dennis L.
Johnson, "and the audience will
be amazed at what he can do on
the flute. piccolo and penny
whistle.
He is a great showman who
has thrilled audiences throughout the world."
The concert will open with
the wind ensemble performing
"World Projects Fanfare" by
Murray State senior music education
student,
Matthew
Hightower. The work was written and premiered by the wind
ensemble for their performance

First DOE Regional
Science Bowl set
PADUCAH, Ky. - Ten middle schools from across western
Kentucky will compete in the
first Department of Energy's
Paducah Regional Science Bowl
on Friday, Feb. 26. This event
will be held on the University of
Kentucky's Extended Campus
located in Crounse Hall on the
campus of West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College.
The DOE science bowl is a
fast-paced academic competition that offers a chance for
teams of students to match their
wits in math and science.
According to competition rules,
each team has four players, one
alternate and a coach. Bowl
questions focus on the disciplines of life sciences, physical

sciences, earth s,ience, mathematics and general science.
The team placing first in the
Paducah Regional Science Bowl
will receive a trophy and an allexpense-paid trip to compete
with more than 5,000 middle
school students from across the
nation in the DOE National
Science
Bowl
held
in
Washington D.C. from April 29
through May 4,. Based on the
success of the National Science
bowl for high school students,
the U.S. Department of Energy
started the National Science
Bowl for middle schools students in 2002. In 2009, the
National Science Bowl for middle school students expanded to
host 36 regional winning teams
from around the country.

CCMS Speech Team
take first place spot
Special to the Ledger
Calloway County Middle
School Speech Team defended
their first place title in the region
Saturday, Feb. 13 at the Murray
Region Speech 'Tournament at
Calloway County High School.
Twenty-five middle school students competed in the tournament and twrenty -two students
qualified for the Kentucky High
School Speech League State
Tournament.
Eight students placed first in
their individual events including
Craig Lamb in Broadcasting. the
Duo Acting team of Dylan
Warrnack and Kaitlyn English,
Clara Arnold in Interpretation of
Literature, Lauren Cox in
Dec!arnation. Callie Emetkon in

Prose, Katie Nethoff in Solo
Acting, the Improvisational Duo
team of Craig Lamb and
Mariana Spengler, and Marlee
Barett in Storytelling.
Students also advancing to
the state tournament include
Bree White, Courtney Martin,
Nate Clause, James Lugo, James
Harrison. Audree Harper, Levi
Briggi, Stephanie McClain,
Devyn Poston, Tyler Sirls,
Holland Tetrev and Tanna
Roberson. CCMS
students
Halee
Bergman,
Kyle
Mitchuson and Travis Tucker
also contributed to the team's
success. The Calloway County
Middle School Speech Team
will compete in the Kentucky
High School Speech League
State Tournament on March 1920th in Bowling Green, KY.
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Pictured are members of the Calloway County Middle School speech team, who recently were
awarded repeat champions of the regional speech tournament. Out of 25 CCMS students, 22
advanced to the state tournament.

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
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2112 Glendwood Dr. - Crossfield Subdivision
IMMACULATE HOME' This 5 bedroom. 2.5 bath home
is very open and spaxious with a great location and huge
bonus roorn on the second floor. The master suite is on the
main level and the other 4 bedrooms are located upstairs.
New root'shingles were put on this past year and new hardfloors installed. The entire home was painted with
me
si colors and is move-tn ready' Priced at S329,900.
iv'
711 Main St.

2-00 pm-4-00 pin

1204 Dogwood Drive
CLASSIC HOME' Well-maintained home has 5 bedrooms,
2 full bathrooms and is located in a wonderful location.
Newer carpet upstairs and hardwionl and tile floors on the
main level_ Ceiling fans in most rooms and unbelievable
storage throughout Bathrooms have been updated. bedrooms have walk-in closets and family room has gas log fireplace Both formal and informal living area and a dining area
I
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last April in the Kennedy Center
in Washington, DC. "Matthew
has been encouraged by publishers to expand the fanfare and
that is the version we will be
performing on Friday," noted
Johnson.
The final two works on the
wind ensemble program will
feature Jim Walker. "Carmen
Fantacy" by Francois Borne features many of the most popular
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PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris, Toro
Good thru March 15, 2010

'.-PUSH MOWERS:
Clean Air Hie(
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Luba where needed

All For Only
$591115

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & AdjuSt Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharp-en Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Piug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

s 9
All For Only

MI

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles
- c

LAWN -8i GARDEN -TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

1 Year
$105

Mailed in Cal oust, Count,. SI 10 By
mail to rest of KI. Grates & Marshall
Counties S120. All other mad subs,*
tions S14.5.

tunes from Bizet's Opera with
the spotlight on Walker at his
lyrical and technical best. This
will be followed by a signature
work for Walker entitled,
'American Flute Salute". A
patriotic tour de force, the piece
showcases Walker on three different flutes in a great arrangement for wind band and flute.
The MSU Jazz Orchestra,
under the direction of Assistant
Professor of Low Brass Todd
Hill, next takes the stage perfonning a few audience pleasers
along with three works in which
they will be joined by Jim
Walker.
"This will be a real treat,"
stated Hill, "we've never
accompanied a solo flutist
before, especially one of the caliber of Walker, so we are really
looking forvvard to this opportunity." Opening their portion of
the program will be "Groovin
Hard" by Don Menza, "Prelude
to a luss" by Duke Ellington arid
"Consonata" by Dee Barton.

All For Only
$
13985

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only
$16995

Published Monday through Saturda,
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Memorial Day, July 4. Labor Dar.
Thanksgning Da,. Christmas DaY and
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e-staii: jo.burkeenemurrayiedsmeast
H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc. plans annual
Murder Mystery Dinner

Service News
Nlullins completes Nlarine basic training
Marine Corps Pvt. Nathan J.
Mullins.
son
of Tionda
Harrison of Benton. recently
completed 12 weeks of basic
training at Marine Corps Recruit
Depot, Parris Island, S. C.
designed to challenge new
Marine recruits both physically
and mentally.
Mullins and fellow recruits
began their training at 5 a. m.,
by ninning three miles and performing calisthenics. In addition
to the physical conditioning program, Mullins spent numemus
hours in classroom and field
assignments which included
learning first aid, uniform regulaltions, combat water survival,
Marksmanship, hand-to-hand
combat and assorted weapons

training They performed close
order ctrill and operated as a
small infantry unit dunng field
training.

11.0.R.S.E.S. Inc. 1 herapeutic
Center will hold its third annual

Mullins and other recruits also
received instruction on the
Marine Corps' core values-honor, courage and commitment, and what the core values
mean in guiding personal and
professional conduct.
Mullins and fellow recruits
ended the training phase with
The Crucible. a 54-hour, team
evolution culminating in an
emotional ceremony in which
recruits are presented the
Photo provided
Marine Corps Emblem. and EVENT PLANNED: Rosanne Radke, left,
area coordinator
addressed as "Marines" for the for the Ailtech World Equestrian Games. presented a program
first time in their careers.
of information about this event coming to the Kentucky Horse
Park at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club The event, to
be heid from September 25-October 10. 2010 will mark the
first time it has ever occured anywhere other than Europe.
During the 16 days, 8 world championships will occur with
over 60 countries represented and an estimated attendance
of 600,000 people Pictured naht is Roger Reichmuth, club
president

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Angel alert issued
Calloway County Middle School Anchor youth services center
has issued an angel alert for a used bathroom sink with or without
cabinet. Any person having one to donate call the center at 7627365.

Nilurray Baseball team plans event
Murray High School Baseball Team will have a pancake breaklast on Saturday from 8 to 11 a.m. at Applebees. Tickets are $5 at
the door and can be purchased from any player.

Pet First Aid Class planned
A Pet First Aid Class, sponsored by the American Red Cross and
Humane Society of Calloway County will be Saturday from 8:30 to
12:30 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. Pre-registration
required at the Red Cross by today (Thursday). For information call
753-1421 or 759-1884.

of Sierra Club to meet

The Great RiNers Chaptei ot the Sierra Club will meet \Wednesday
,
March 3, at 7 p.m. at the Murray State University Pogue Library.
Justice Bill Cunningham, a Kentucky Supreme Court justice,
noted author and local historian, will be the guest speaker.
Cunninghatn served 15 years as a circuit court judge for Lyon,
Trigg, Caldwell and Livingston Counties before being elected in
2006 to the Kentucky Supreme Court.
Refreshments will be served following Justice Cunningham's
speech.
For
more
information
contact
Doris
Cella
(doris.cella@mrraystate.edu or Claire Fuller. (claire.fuller@murraystate.edul

Harbour Youth Center plans meeting

The Harbour Youth Service Center will has e tits Advisory Council
meeting today (Thursday) at 3:15 p.m. in the center at Calloway
County High School. The public is invited to attend.

Soccer registration planned

Need Line lists items needed
Brittnee

Deftz

CCMS 7th grade students,
donating blood for the helurray
Calloway County Hospital, and
collecting Coke tabs for the
Ronald McDonald House. In her
spare time. Deitz enjoys reading, playing with hcr younger
siblings and grandparents, shopping, and hiuiging out with her
fnends.
Deitz is the daughter of Bobby
and Pam Deitt. She is a member
of the Murray Seventh-Day
Ad% enlist Church. She plans to
attend Murray State University
next fall for the 2010-2011
school year where she plans to
major in nursing or mathematics.

Need Line has issued a new list of items needed to replenish the
pantry for the clients. They are spinach. turnip greens, oatmeal, rice,
mac and cheese, pancake mix, pancake syrup. saline crackers,
saltnon or tuna, Sauerkrau:, instant potatoes and soup for pantry;
eggs-for freezer/cooler; dish liquid, toilet paper and tharlipiio rig
•i
pampa tr,gielie, and cleaning supplies; Poptarts and single ingilie
size cereal boxes, pudding cups.juice boxes. peanut butter or cheese
crackers and lunch size brown paper bags for the Back-Pack
Program for children. These may be taken to the Need Line building at 638 South Fourth St.. Murray, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. For information call 753-6333.

Dean's List
Locals named to dean's list at WKCTC
PADUCAH. Ky. — Students from Calloway County have been
named to the dean's list for the fall semester at West Kentucky
Community & 'Technical College.
To be named to the list. a student must be a full-tinie WKCTC
student earning at least a 3.5 grade point average arid successfully
completing 12 hours or more of course work numbered 1(X) or
above for the academic term.
Students named were as follows:
Trevor Buchannon, Hans Chaney, Sarah Morris. Bethany
Prather, Rebecca Stockier'', Richard Tacker, Alayna Thompson.
Miranda Turner, James Underwood and Stephanie Weaver.

/)1!./h
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Colton Chase Brooks

an( 4Ss.(

merino

.74))742-0040

Mr. and Mrs. Jodie Brooks ut Redbud Road. Dexter, are the parents of a son, Colton Chase Brooks, born on Tuesday, Nov. 17,
2009, at 7:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds and measured 20 1/4 inches. The
mother is the former Mandy Leech. A brother is Caden Chant
Brooks.
Grandparents are Diane Hassa of Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Howard
A. Leech of Sedalia, Joyce Sliger
Murray. Joe Brooks of Dexter
and the late Glenn M. Hassa of Murray. A great-grandmother is
Helen Brooks of Dexter.

NEW MENU
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!

All Winter
Merchandise

Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
PO' Boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
* .1k

40%

Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or Just a night out with friends.
Live Band Saturday Nighte 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: Jennifer Fox & The Pillow Fighters

Murray Bank plans trip
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NARFE will meet Friday
The local group of National Assooation of Retired Federal
Employees will meet Friday at 11 a.m. at August Moon. Please note
that active federal employees are eligible to join with retired
employees. There are tax advantages to belong to NARFE, postal
employees as swell. You do not need to register for the lunch. Ron
Hubbard, current president. urges all interested persons to attend.

Shrine Bing() is Friday

SI

t(

Nturray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30p.m, a: the
club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers' Unanimous. a faith based addictions program,
will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more informatio
n or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Fish fry on Friday
st John Knot, 01 c,,himbus will host a fish fry on Fridays,

Feb. 26, and March 5, 12, 19 and 26 with cost being $10
for adults,
$5 for children.6 to 12 years old, and under 6 years free. For
information call 1-270-554-0700.

Red Cross plans blood drive

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
will have
blood drives today (Thursday) from 12:30 to 5:30
p.m. at First
Presbytenan Church, Main and South 16th St., Murray.

American Legion Post will meet

Amencan Legion Post f73 will me,et tonight(Thursday
) at 7 p.m.
at the Legion Veterans' hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr. 'The
agenda will
focus on Armed Forces Day breakfast, spnng projects and
bricks for
the Memonal Garden. All veterans are welcome to
attend and for
information call Post Commander Amos McCarty at 293-1320.
VFW Post 6291 I or Murray-Calloway County will
meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. For
more information call L. Woods at 1-270-227-6458.

OPEN 1101.1SE
Sunda), Feb. 28, 2010 • 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

1702 John.son Blvd.(off Doran Rd.)

New construction, approx 1150 44 ti , 3 bedr,„,m,,
wood

bonus room, bad_
floors, granite countertops, covered front and ha, isirch.
$229,900.00
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File Mori
Liank Good Lite is planning a trip to the Southem
Worneri's Show in Nashville, Tenn., Thursday, Apnl 8. If you are
interested in going contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail
theniurraybank.com.

OFF

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!

brew;for Birthdays, Wedding

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association Spnng Soccer
Registration for 2010 will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library or register online at
www.beecreek.org (click on the registration link) but there is a 55
online registration fee. For more information call Gwenda at 7591765 or visit the website at www.beecreek.org.

VFW meeting Thursday

Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,

Remodelpc1 Game Room &
New Private Room Nith Big Screen
HP TV and 5urround Sound!

Dessert Cabaret Saturday

The 1(kh annual Dessert Cabaret for the
Calloway County High School Choirs will be
Saturday. at the high school. Desserts will be served at 6:30 p.m.
and performances will be at 6:45 p.m. Tickets are $5 each and children 5 and under free. There will be many songs by the combined
and chamber choirs, solos, ensembles, and a medley from "The
Sound of Music." The public is invited.

Deitz named as
,
Rotary Student or tne
Month tor February Great
Rivers Chapter

::Brittnee Dtitz,
senior
(.1
.illloway County High School.
v.is selected as the February
Slident of the Month for the
Murray Rotary Club. Deitz.
With a 4.0 grade point average,
is on her way to being a valedictorian for the 2010 graduating
class.
:Deitz has been a member of
Future Business Leaders of
America at CCHS for four
years. She has held the position
as a communiry service committee member and is currently the
histonan for the club. She has
also been a member of Fiunily
(*.veer and Community Leaders
iilAmenca for three years and i‘
clii-rently the first vice premier
Stie has also been ao
niember of FCA and Fep'IMs.
Ann honor student, she has
taken various honors and accelerated classes at CCHS and is
currently enrolled in Advanced
Placement Calculus. She has
managed to uphold a 4.0 GPA
while also playing varsity. volleyball for CCHS for roar years.
4
.ere she was selected as the
.Iitnior Varsity. Captain her ireshinIn year, and playing tor the
rirsity softball team for three
.\1111s.
.ler community service work
cvnsists of volunteering at local
elementary schools. volunteerat the Reality Store for

Riding
Murder
Thsters Dinner on Saturdas. March 6, at G
p.m. at 'Woodmen of the World Hall on C.C.
Low rs Misr. Murray. Tickets are $30 each
or $50 a couple arid are as tillable at the
calling 437-3881.
Nturra Bank or
'the deadline to purchase tickets is
Saturday and tickets 'ail' not be UN ailablr at
the door. All proceeds will benefit
11.0.R.S.F.S. Inc. and its therapeutic program for special needs riders.

270-978-111)7 or 270-97N-0505
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PREP TRACK

Track season
begins today
at RSEC
MEET OFFERS LAST
CHANCE FOR SEEDINGS IN
MASON DIXON GAMES
Special to the Ledger
The high school track and field season
kicks off today with the West Region High
School Invitational indoor meet, now in its
third year, at the Regional Special Events
Center.
As many as 18 schools from west
Kentucky are expected to be represented as
well as several teams from surrounding
states.
The meet is important for area athletes as
it is the last chance to gain an entry time for
seeding in the Mason Dixon Games on
March 6 in Louisville, which is generally
recognized as the Indoor State Track Meet
for Kentucky schools.
"This meet is also a chance for athletes to
test themselves heading into the spring, and
experience indoor track and field, of which
we have limited opportunities for in this
area," said meet director Vito Spadafino.
Spadafino is the head track coach and
athletic director at Fulton County and has
worked closely with other coaches and supporters to bring the indoor version of the
sport to Murray.
"It's a track and field community effort,"
says Spadafino. "The state coaches association for truck and cross country (KTCCCA)
backs us financially, Murray State's track
program allows us use of their equipment,
and coaches from various schools such as
Marshall, Murray, Calloway, and St. Mary
volunteer to run events."
Several standout prep athletes will be taking to the track at the meet.
Murray's Catherine Claywell is a threetime Class A state champion in the high
iump and currently ranks 23rd in the nation
indoors with a best jump of 5 feet, 6 inches.
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Racers earn
spot in eightteam NCAA
Championships
MURRAY STATE WILL
TAKE PART IN TOURNEY
Al' FORT WORTH
By PM Spans Information
The Murray State ritle team has earned a
spot in the eight-team NCAA C'hampionship
March 12-13 in Fon Worth, Texas.
The NCAA also announced the individual qualifiers for the event hosted by Texas
Christian University at the nil Rifle Range
and Daniel-Meyer Coliseum.
The Racers have put together an outstanding 2009-10 season which included
winning their 10th Ohio Valley Conference
Championship and they also won their
NCAA Qualifier.
"1 atn very proud of the effon and determination that this team has shown this year",
said MSU head coach Alan Lollar, who was
named OVC Coach of the Year. "When we
reported to school in August, we had some
things to get done. First we had ai learn to
compete, not only against other teams, but
everyday against thc very best we have to
give."
Lollar says his team will concentrate on
the things they' can control, their level of
preparation and determination.
q)ur goal is to prepare and compete at a
level that gives us an opportunity to be in
position to win on match day," Lollar said.
"I believe we've done that, so our next challenge is to maintain that level."
"We look forward to the challenge of the
NCAA Championships. It's a chance to
measure ourselves against the best in the
,aiuntry."
MSU has won two NCAA titles, those
coming in 1985 and 1987 iind have recorded
seven individual champions.
The NCAA Championship field was
determined using a team's scores from the
stnallbore three-position and air nfle events.
An average of the three highest scores for a
team was used with no more than one match
at any given site counting. The average of
those matches was added to the team score
from the NCAA Qualifier.
Individual arid team competitions in
smalltxwe Oil) shots) will be held Fnday,
Miuch 12, with ari rifle 160 shots) staged 011
March 13.
The overall team champion will be determined by combining the points earned from
each gun.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger Times
Murray players huddle just prior to taking the floor in the All 'A' Classic state tournament semifinals earlier this season. The Lady Tigers
look to win the first district championship In program history tonight when they square off against Calloway County.

CUNNINGHAM'S ABSENCE ALTERS PLOT FOR CALLOWAY-MURRAY ROUND THREE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Miter
In Calloway County s .ictory osaMurray earner this month, Alyssa
Cunningham did what few post play ers have been able to do this season.
She limited the offensive production of the Lady Tigers'6-foot-2 center Stall House, holding her scoreless
for the game and denying Murray
points that could have made the difference in the close, tour-point decision.
Now, as the Lady Lakers and Lady
Tigers prepare to square off for the
third time this season in tonight's 4th
championship
District
game.
Cunningham is battling mononucleosis iutd is listed as doubtful by coach
Scott Sivills.
She didn't suit up for Calloway's
first-round victory over Marshall
County on Monday, hut 29 rebounds
frotn Averee Fields and the 10 points
from Cunningham's understudy,
Morgan Smotherman, were sufticient
substitutes.
But Marshall doesn't have a physical inside presence the likes of House.
Couple that with the versatility of 5foot-11 Murray forward Shelby

4th District
Championship
Calloway Co. vs. Murray
When: p
Where: Jeffrey Gymnasium
Radio: WFGS, 103 7 FM. WAAJ, 89 7 t
FlitiCOrde: CC 19-916-1 4th District), Mu( 2t{
(
,45:4th District)
Lady Laker, to watch: Aieree Fields (25 1
porn's. 11 6 reboundsI. Taylor Futrell (10 0
Lady Tigers to watch: Haley Armstrong
(15 7 points) Janssen Starks (14 5 points, 5 3
assists), Shelhy Crouch (11 0 points, 7 2
rebounds)

Crouch and things start to look a little
dicey for top-seeded Calloway.
But if Sivills is concerned. he isn't
letting on.
"From an offensive standpoint, I
think it makes us a little better," he
said. "Alyssa brings a lot of intangibles to the table with her toughness,
but it give% us a chance to have other
kids step up and make big plays, and
that was what happened Monday
night."
Cunningham'. absence also forces
Fields to become more ot a post play
er, a move that allowed her to set a
career-high in rebounds on Monday
al Sae GIRLS,6A

KYSER LOUGH

Ledger

1 rm.*

Calloway County coact) Scott Sivilis instructs his team during p
time out in the final regular season matchup between the Lac*
akers and Murray earlier thls month. The two rivals square off for".
a third time wiiight at Jeffrey Gymnasium In the district title game.i;
•
•

4TH DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP PREVIEW: BOYS

Border brothers'
MARSHALL, CALLOWAY 4th District Championship
Marshall Co. vs Calloway Co.
SPIIIR'E BALANCE,
PERIMETER SHOOTING
By TOMMY DILLARD

TOMMY DILLARD,'

Calloway County coach Bruce 1 ane (left) consults with
his assistants as his team prepares to take the floor during Its matchtip with Marshall County in January. The
Laker& and Marshals meet tonight to decide the 4th
District championship for the ninth consecutive season

Sports Writer
Paducah lilghnian coach Brad Stieg
lumps Marshall County and Calloway
County under the same label --- balanced
basketball teatns that are dangerous from
beyond the three-point arc.
Neither squad has a superstar, though
Calloway's Brock Simmons, with and his
16-point-per-game average, is the Lakers'
go-to-guy.
Marshall has no player averaging more
(haft 1,1 points per contest, but has three
who score between 10 and 12.
'1'he thing about this team is we don't
have a guy we can depend on to get 20

When: 8 p
Where: Jeffrey Liymnasrum
Radio: WFOS 103 7 FM, WAAJ 89 7 FM
Records: MC 20-8 (7.0, 41h District), CC 15-13 (5-2,
4th District{
Marstmlo to watch: Stephen Atkinson (12 5 points,
8 2 rebounds), Blake Clark (10 2 points, 4 1 assistsi
Chase York (10 1 points)
•
Laker. to watch: Brock Simmons(16 1 points. 6 0
rebounds{ Austin Lilly (11 points, 3 5 assists). Justin
Hid (11 3 points)

points a night," says Marshall coach Gus
Gillespie. "We've had about six or seven
different leading scorers this year. 'That's
good offensive balance and hopefully' we
can get that Thursday night."
The Marshals have three players in the
region's top 15 in three-point percentage.
Point guard Blake Clark comes in at No.
shooting 42 percent froni beyond the are.
Calloway's Austin Lilly and Simmons
See BOYS,6A

•
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MSU SOFTBALL

CD NEM /170441 MED

Racers open softball season at Ole Miss

s,„„,,,„ed B,
The Insurance Center of Murray

MSU'S HOME OPENER WILL BE NM WEDNESDAY AGAINST EVANSVILLE
By htS1.1 Sports Intonnation

Lembruski and Elese Lav.ren,..e

The

are

Murray

Silo'

learn will play its first official
game, Friday in the Red and
Blue Classic
hosted
by
Mississippi. The Racers first
opponent
will
be
SIU
Edwardsville at 2 p.m. at the Ole
Miss Softball Complex. MSU
will also face Ole Miss Fnday at
4 p.m. Saturday's schedule will
include a game against
Centenary at 10 a.m. before the
teams will be seeded for the final
gunes of the tournament One
will play four at 2 p.m. Saturday
and two will play three at 4 p.m.
The winners will then play
Sunday at 10 a.m.. with the consolation game being played at
noon
Seouting the Rebels
Ole Nliss ,;unies into the tournament with a 6-4 record after
going 3-2 last weekend at the
Florida Atlantic Tournament.
Becky Nye has thrown three
complete games in six appearances in the circle for the Rebels
and has a 4.20 ERA. Amber
Tramp is a key hitter early in the
year for Ole Miss. Tramp has
two doubles. one home run and
eight RBIs. Corrine Doomberg
Ls the tearns hit leader with 13

hats

hits in 32 at

and only.

one

strike out.
Scouting the Cougars
SIUE is 2-7 on the year after
falling in all five games at the
Aubum 'Tournament a weekend
ago.
Erika Taylor has seen 65.4%
of the

pitching time for the
Cougars, appearing in six of
their nine games.
Taylor has
thrown five complete games and
has recorded 38 strike outs and
has

an ERA of 2.45. Lauren

the

top

hitters

for

the

Cougars, with three extra-base
hits each. Zembruski has two
doubles and a home run, while
Lawrence has three doubles.
SIUE is quick on the bases.
having recorded seven stolen
bases on 10 attempts this season.
Ile team has only allowed one
stolen base in five attempts by
their opponents.

gram.

a leader on the Held and a team

"We have a lot of versatility."
said Pyron. "We have players

organizer.

team

is

focusing

Infield
MSU has a group of six student-athletes (Lauren
Such,
Christian
Cox,
Stephanie

on

working hard, bdilding team
chemistry and doing things the
nght way to make sure that they
are not just successful this year,
but for many years to come.

Scooting the Ladles
Centenary is 1-3 on the year
after going 1-2 at the Texas

member is excited to get onto the

field and show what it means to
be pan of the Racer softball pro-

also rank iunong the region's
best, hitting threes at percent-

Draffenville

ages in the low 30s.

Calloway

In their ioss to Marshall in
this

season,

was done in by
rebounding (a minus-15 disadvantage) and an inability to
game.

Though the wins have come
by margins of six points and 12

Humphreys could have something to say about the former
tonight, provided he can stay out

tonight's

4th

District

championship game. ttie Lakers
will get another chance to prove
they belong in the same conversation as the. Marshals in next
week's region team-lament.
In order to do that, Calloway'
coach Bruce Lane says, his team
must contain Marshall's bal-

Laker

Josh

center

of foul trouble.

"Right now we are trying to

Humphreys pulled down 12
rebounds in Calloway's

looking for in a catcher.

The

guys for the most part," he said.
"But they had several guys scort2

was one of the better games he's
played."

between seven and 10 points
Their balance really hurt us that
night. We did a good job on

Of course the Lakers will
also have to deal with versatile
6-foot-4
forward
Stephen

(leading

Atkinson.

Lakers

and

Marshals

meet in the district title game for
ninth consecutive
year.

the

Calloway

is

champion,

the

defending

having

won last
year's matchup at Racer Arena
after two regular-season losses

Atkinson

is

the

Marshals' leading scorer and
rebounder.
averaging
12.5
points per game and 8.2 boards.
In spite of their many similarities, Lane says the presence of a
versatile big guy. is what has set

And

against a

player like

House. physicality is a necessity.
"Alyssa is
said

Murray

very

physical,"

coach

Rechelle

Tumer. "She's a banger, she's a
good rebounder and she can step
out and hit some jumpers.
"It does change their inside
game, but they're capable of
making up for it. If our big kids
can take advantage of it, great. If
not, we'll try to get in transition
and keep doing what we've been
doing."
The Lady Lakers and Lady
Tigers split the regular-season
series with each team winning
on its home floor. Both games
were decided by just four points.
At stake is a champion's
draw in the region tournament.
where the victor will face a runner-up from one of the region's
other three districts.

James
A

inside.

he's

real

tricky

champion in cross country in
2008 and a four-time regional
champion in track. will be competing in the distance events and
may get a push from
Chase Geary

of

resp

inser
ed

be rr

upstart

County, who was the 2009 middle school state cross country
Paducah Tilghman

hurdler,

Caric Denson, will show his 110
meter state title speed in the
shorter 55 meter version of the

March 3. The schedule includes

arid Jordan White of Owensboro

three teams tttat advanced to the

Catholic are curreioly

McLean County

ranked

Burden of

The meet will begin at 5:30

respectively for Class A

p.m.

FOOD GIANT
MYyTerilf jALC!

"Going in

as a champion

should give you a lot easier firstround matchup, but it doesn't
always work out that way."
Sivills said. "Eventually you're
going to have to play the best,

AAA
S:
Feb'
9
1502

Units

65:
97,
113.

GET
AD F1
$75

Friday, February 26th only!
4:00 p.m. til Closing
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Prices too low to advertise.
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COUNT
Dancing

7:00 TI

1/2 Gal.
Prairie Farms

20 oz. Bunny
Honey Wheat

Orange
Juice

Bread

9
•

dancing

1 Lb. Fresh,
Red Ripe

Lb. Bag
Medium Yellow

Strawberries

Onions

Heart
Antique

50's Dir
Hazel

aa
Auto
Low oc

6 Pk. Northstar

Liter
ot

Ice Cream
Sandwiches

9

Davi

Deli Sliced
Riverside Oven
Roasted

28 oz.
Cafe Valley

Turkey Breast

Creme Cakes

7

AdVE

9

1,b.

9

reques
the firs
their ad

Mum

40

the region title

a champion's seed.

LAL

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray • 753-8322

Calloway or Murray in reaching

game.
But neither Sivills nor Tumer
puts too much stock in secunng

010

will try

and
beat his own top-ranked indoor
high jump mark of six feet.

first, second and third in the
state

•*b,

champion this fall.

side, there will
be a shootout in the shot put
with four of west Kentucky's
On the boys

race, while David

several

iHeT
Yot
No
No
We

Muhlenberg

to

The team to avoid in the draw
is Ballard Memorial, which will
play for the 3rd District title
tonight. At 22-6, the Lady
Bombers will likely be the
greatest obstacle for either

state

Michael Burden of McLean
County. Matt Deese of Murray

RC Products

Cunningham.

Class

Marshall apan from his club.
"W'hen he's playing well

•Girls

Maddox, Darien Maness and
Neely Gallimore have all seen
time this season - but none of
them brings the physicality of a

senior

Maglasang, a

top throwers slated to compete.

tough regional opponents.

2

The Lady Lacers have other
post players who can step in Smotherman,
Cheyenne

softball

indoors.
St. Mary

will fly at Racer Softball Field at
Murray-Calloway County Park.

defend," he said. "He shoots a

Prom Page 5A

MIDWEST
Akron 77 Buffalo 67
Bradley 75. Wichita St 73
CoonnaS 74, DePaul 69
E menigan 72 BO St 67
minors St, 75, Indiana St 58
Iowa SI 78. Nebraska 74
Kent St 75, Bowling Green 69
Missoun 92. Colorado 63
Missoun St 75. Drake 59
N Illinois 67. Cent, Michigan 65
Notre Dame 68. Pittsburgh 53
Ohio 70 Miami (Ohio)68
Purdue 59 Minnesota 58
W Michigan 61 Toledo 41
Xavier 73 Saint LAX1IS 71
SOUTHWEST
BayVor 70 Texas AdA4 66
Houston 92 Memphis 75
Marshall 77, Rice 54
Sam Houston St 74 McNeese St 56
Stephen F Austin 77. Texas St 70
Texas 69, Oklahoma St 59
Texas A&M-Corpus Chnsh 68 SE
Louisiana 57
Texas-Arlington 75 Lamar 71
UTSA 88. Northwestern St 74
FAR WEST
BYU t32. San Diego St 68
Cal SI .Fullerton 70. Cal Poly 68
New Mexico St 74. Idaho 57
UC Santa Barbara 74. CS Northndge 69
UNLV 78. TCU 62
Utah 54. Alf Force 43

games Feb. 26-28 at the Red &
Blue Classic and the first pitch

NCAA Regionals and

the floor."

performance
against
Marshall in order for his squad
to he successful.

coach. "He didn't score a lot
(against Murray) but I thought it

The

percentage around the
basket. He's also a tough
matchup problem because he
can come out and put the ball on

repeat

• ''Last time., I thought we did a
really good job on the perimeter

Atkinson. but their balance kind
of took over and wore us down."

Murray' State

team will play its first official

Troup is

first-round win over Murray on
Tuesday. Lane says he needs a

imce.

Stephen)

the t

soot

6.

meet.

Troup is a power hitter and has
all the intangibles that Pyron was

big

"A big focus will be rebounding, and we need 10 or 12 from
Josh," said the third-year head

scorer

Madi

Wednesday's College Basketball
Maier Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Amencan U 80 Navy 77 20T
Binghamton 66 Hartford 53
Boston College 80. Virginia Tech 60
Colgate 79 Holy CrO.S$ 74. OT
George Mason 61 Delaware 59
George vvashongion 81 La Salle 72
Lafayette 80. Arrny 54
Lehigh 81, BuclineN 59
Maine 66 Albany. N Y 53
Marquette 63. St John s 61 Or
Ohio St 75, Penn St 67
St Bonaventure 73 Fordham
Stony BrOOk 82 Vermont 78
Temple 49 Dayton 41
UMBC 79 New Hampshirn 50
UNC Wilmington -75 Drexel 69
Villanova 74. South Florida 49
SOUTH
Charlotte 95 Saint Joseph s 58
Davidson 60, UNC Greensboro 56
Florida St 77 North Carolina 67
LSU 65 Arkansas 54
Maryland 88. Clemson 79
Mississippi 85 Auburn 75
Mississipp: St 74, Alabama 66
Nicholls St 68, Cent Arkansas 51
SMU 59 East Caroirna 54
Towson 83. William & Mary 77
UAB 53 UCF 49
UTEP 59 Southern Miss 56
Va Commonweatth 76. James Madison

knock down shots late in the

of which have ended
in Marshall victories.

In

Mattocks.

has a group of four

very high

son, both

points, both games have been
even through three quarters.

LAdvt

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

•Track

to Marshall.

sea-

Stephanie

Glosser,

..
1.1011 Johnson Mrd.•270-75J-8355

David King

A&M-Corpus
Christi pitchers in the circle made up of find the best match-up in the
Tournament last weekend. 'The both frestunen and junior-col- infield," Pyron said. "We have a
very talented group and some are
Ladies will face Grambling lege
transfers.
Kristen
moving to positions that they
Wednesday aftemoon before Broadway' and Chelsey
Sullivan
haven't played hcfore.heading to Oxford, Miss.
are both transfers who will bring
Sara Domelas is the only a great arnotuu of experience and
Outfield
pitcher to have picked up a win leadership to the Racers.
The Racers have five players
on the season, with none of the Broadway, a NJCAA First-Team (Megan Bello, leima Bradley,
Ladies four pitchers having All-American, is expected to Toree Rogers, Taylor Wilson,
thrown a complete game. provide stability for MSU in the Alaina Zloty) listed for outfield
Domelas is 1-2 on the season circle, pitching a lot of innings positions that can all
read the
with a 5.40 ERA. eight strike and putting the team in a position ball well and have
the ability to
outs in 11.2 innings of work.
to win ball games. Sullivan will cover a lot of ground.
Centenary has struggled a lit- also provide leadership for the
"I am really pleased with the
tle in the batters box so far this Racers, as she continues to get
outfield," said Pyron. "They are
season. with a .165 batting aver- back in shape after an injury a
probably the best group of outage. Only four players have year ago.
fielders that I have coached."
recorded an extra-base hit (all
The Racers also have two
Overall, Pyron has compiled
doubles). However the Ladies freshman pitchers who are
a solid group of talented players
are strong in the field, with a
expected to add depth to the
From Page 5A
.968 team fielding percentage.
pitching staff. Shelby Kosmecki that are excited to get the season
The girls 55meter hurdles
Buliding A Foundabon
made a big impact in the fall sea- started.
will feature Brittany Martin and
"We
have
a
good
combinason and is expected to be a key
The Murray State softball
contributor in this season. Starr tion of players that can do it all Lauren Miller of Marshall
team will be playing its inauguoffensively and defensively at County.. both Class AA state
Gilley. saw lirnited action this
ral softball season in 2010 and
fall. but may be able to con- any position," added Pyron. place winners in the 100 meter
will be looking to build a fountribute more to the team as she "'There is a lot of excitement in and 300 meter hurdles outdoors.
dation for the future.
Head
Fulton
County's Casey
our program to get out and play
continues to develop.
Coach Jay Pyron has assembled
Dowty was a Class A state place
the first season."
a versatile team that will be charCatchers
winner in the high jump and 400
acterized by their strong work
Starting Out Against Strong
The Racers have two talented
meter, winning both events last
ethic.
Every player and staff
Conspetition
hitters behind the plate. Ellyn
year at this

From Page 5A

the clubs have played this

Megan

Ratliff) that will make up die

▪ Boys

Perhaps their similarities help
account for the two close games

Edwards,

infield.

Pitching
MSU

Kaitlyn England will

ers like to duow to.

also have a rare combination of
speed and power."
The

BusineAs•Home•Cor•Health •life
-)our rife than Mir companv agency

also,likely see time behind the
plate and is a catcher that pitch-

that not only can play any position on the field defensively, but
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Hostess
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Best Choice Layer

Cake Mixes

Snack
Cakes
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4 Roil
Best Choice

Best Choice

Large Eggs

9
•

TWA
COX

Bath Tissue

9
•

Limit :1 Pleaee

411

- COM
179
75

and sometimes playing them
early is a good thing."
For Murray, the motivation to
win has little to do with potential
region tournament pairings.

"Our program ha.s never won
a district championship." said
Turner. "We've done some great
things this year, but one of our
goals at tile beginning of the
year was a district championship. You have to win three
games next week regardless of
who you play and who you
draw."

Hard

Ground

Fresh

Farm Fresh

1.,,an

Boneless, Skinless

Ground Chuck

Fryer Breast

9

9

•
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App
()trip

Family Pack

Fi±tnil‘
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•
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•

Limit 3 Pkgs.
Please
.
4 Ihs. AVg. Weight

Prices good while quantities last - sorry no rain checks. Prices good at Food Giant,
Murray, KY Only
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Here Wanted

i
i rRita Kay Wheeler Blakely‘

I

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Oecember 28, 1949 - February 25, 2001i

NEED EXTR1 CASH?
• Minimal Hours Monthly Pay

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

. Hearts are heavy heads held low
You were taken to Heaven 10 years age
No memOrv has faded, tearS still flow
No sweeter sister, no kinder SOul
'b‘e love and iniSS you Kay.

Gail & Richard, jenny & Wendell
hvnie & Jerry, Hal & Kim
Mark Er Mary

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
010
Lanai
Notice

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Jackson Purchase Medical Center Ls opening a New Step
Down/Progressive Department. The following positions will
have Immediate availability upon !larch opening. Pull-Time
positlorLs come with full benefit packages. pain positions have
additional premium differentials added to the ba-se rate. All
salaries CortiMenSurate with experience.

PUBLIC
AUCTION
AAA tv1inIstorage
Saturday
February 27th
9 00 AM
1502 Diuguid Dr
Units 2,7,17,25.
45,50,60,61,
65,71,84,92.
97.107.108.
113115&1213

THE Murray Ledger &
ernes considers its
sources reliable, bul
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do so at their
own nsk. Although per.
sons and companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of as
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for thee actrvares

rl a4C611A's 7p-;"' (ru I I -TS trie a nd PIO Openings)
P.18 sit NA's 7a- 7 p full -Time and NCR Openings)
arT or MIA - run -Time 7p-7a
OT I 1-TI me Days
Excellent salary arid te nefe. peickage Submit resunies to
JPMCs Human Resources Department or fax to 270-251-4507
Foion Vurchase Medical Center
Resources larpartment
loon fledk...i: Center Circle. Mayfield, KY 42066

11;

1

COUNTRY
Line
Dancing lessons al
7:00 Thursday. Line
dancing at 7:00 Friday.
Heart of Hazel of
Antiques & Essary's
50's Diner. Dovmtown
Hazer

we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to lino,
'Cause we ail have
Furry or Feathered
Fr-iends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

caii 753-1916

Cakes

060
HI* laintod

I

Auto Insurance
Low oown payments
David Ramey
978-5941
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsibie tor only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error shoulcs be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

11
toice

1

APPLICATIONS being
taker, for all positions.
Apply at Rudy's
104 S. 5th St.
No phone calls please
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a full-time afternoon LPN position.
We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hvry 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

issue

looking tor qualified parts clerk
with a positive attitude.
liemilerieRyker is currently accepting resumes
for a pans clerk ir, the Murray. area.
Should have strong background in inventory.
Apply- in person at the Pans Hanulton-Ryker
Office. I042C Mineral Wells AVG. between thc
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 3AX1 p.m.
or fax to 731-644-2383,
Must he 18 !iTS. of age. be ahlc to pass
pre-employ-ment drug screen and have stable
work history.

O

HANIILTON-RYKER

KY Only

5

\

DEADLINES

I,

klentp

S8.50 C olumn Inch, SO% Discount 2nd Run,
Kr. Discount 3rd Run
'Ali
Mu.t Run Wahin t, Day PfIkki 1
$3.35 per colunin inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Fn, 11 lilt

Smart Szvt

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5 SO each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day
,71h
• \1..11 Cleasitieds go ante, Sri
The pub1.5hrc ommtain5 Me night r55
. .,,,,cted rtmllor
1FT01504111701
N
ir:0 I II
411149.4./ 1211111
44.1e. /A.

11.16

Fn.11a.rn

Vatiri

lice.1 pm.

iitirexIar

Not 5 p.m

Nest*

Wed 1p.m.

Fnday

liv.11 am.

Saturrlay

Thur 1 p.m

WS.41
_

Hee Warred

Apartments For Rest'

I
z

JusT give us a call,

z.

11111•

lassified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 75.3-1973

hien: Wanted

GET THIS 1 X I
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
050
MONTH
[
Lost and Found
CALL 753-1916

111

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Off ice Hours: Monday-Friday

Notice

Bag
Yellow

11111111111111111

INDEX

LLLLLL
41-1---;
TFO, thua Free Twine-

rmuR

Ri'\\'

GREAT
COLLEGES
STATE UNWERSiTY
T.31145 FoR
The following full-time positions
with benefits are available-Dept. Secretary II $8.23/hr.
-Cook - $8.84/hr.
-Plesterer/Painter - $11.01/hr.
Applications are also being accepted for the
followrng temporary positions (no benefits)
-Clerical Worker
-Blog. Service Tech (Custodian)
-Groundskeeper
-Food Service Worker
Apply online & view additional details at:
wrov.murraystatejobs.com
WornenMinorates encouraged to aoc,v
An EEO. lAfl,D. AA employer

Sales Representative
Rudolph Tire is seeking setf motivated, career
minded individuals to fill rnside sales posrtions
within the Murray corporate headquarters
Past exposure to wholesale tire industry is not
required.
Applicants with computer (Word & Excel) are
telephone skills and experience in telephone
sales and/or marketing are preferred.
Positions require attention to detail and abiliN
to work with customers, co-workers. and
management.
Successful employees demonstrate a strong
work ethic combined with organizational, verbal
and wntten communication skiffs.
Rudolph Tire offers a competitive compensation
and benefit package.
Submit resume to.
Jerry Green
Rudolph Tire
P.0 Box 69
Murray. KY 42071
NO PHONE CALLS
DO you enioy watching HIRING Restaurant
kids team and grow/ Staff: Busy country
Then maybe you are style restaurant in
what we are looking Aurora KY looking to fill
positions in kitchen &
for!
Kidztown Acaderny has serving
staff
positins available. both Experience preferred
FT & PT. Call 761-5439 but will train right per(270)354for more information or sonality
come by 1306 South 9875 15649 US Hwy
1 2th Surte-B and apply 68 East Aurora/Hardin

11ISCI ‘IN1ER
Ific
"help earned. section
on iitll
wetpage at
mum.,lalgercom.
you will he redirected
to johnetwtyk.com
13!,, detente.
Murray and local joh
listings will appear on
tho .ebsite.
140..C.Ct. as a national
website not all listings
on the tohnetworiccom
are placed through
the MurraN Ledger
& Times Please call
us it )0u lune am
questions regarding
die Murray afiTii
job listings Thank you.
IMMEDIATE Opening
for Teachers. Working
hours are four to five
hours a day. five days
a week. Working either
morning or afternoon
shift. If you enjoy working
with
children
between the ages of 1
to 5 years old and can
start immediately call
270-753-2777.
RAPIDLY
growing
company based in
Murray-KY re seeking
an experienced.
Full Charge General
ledger
bookkeeper,
experience
with
OurckBooks and
Microsoft office is
required. Fax resume
and salary requirements to:
270-477-0016

All line ads placed
in our paper are
posted on our
website for free!

COORDINATOR FOR
ALUMNI SUPPORT
SERVICES, Numni
Affairs Murray State
University
Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree
required. Candidate
must have at least
three years experience
in event planning.
Must possess excellent communication
skills and exceptional
organizabonal and
planning skills, including event planning and
coordination: must be
a master at multetasking and handling
changing pnontres.
strong computer skills,
Including knowledge of
Microsoft Office and
demonstrated knowledge of social networking applications.
Capability to oversee
Parent website is
required Applicants
with expenence in
alumni affairs. development, student
recruitment. public
relations. and demonstrated organizational
skills will be given
preference Must be
willing and able to
travel
Responsibilities:
This position assists
the Alum°, office and
unrversity in planning
events, programs and
services for alumni,
students. university
departments and campus organizations,
Specific attention will
be given to external
alumni progra.ms
including developing
alumni regional activities, planning alumni
chapter events. Internabonal alumni communication and
events, and the prrmary liaison to our
athletic office. This
posaion also works
closely in assisting
with student recruitment and our Legacy
program. Will require
some evening and
weekend hours and
regional travel
Application Deadline:
Postmarked by
March 12, 2010. To
Apply: Please send a
letter of interest,
resume, and the
names, addresses,
and telephone numbers of three professional references to:
Search Committee
Chair, Murray State
University, 100 Easley
Alumni Center Murray.
KY 42071. Women
and mononties are
encouraged to apply
Murray State
University is an Num
education and employment opportunity.
M,IF/D, AA employer
NOW hinng: Willow
Pond Res!aurant
Aurora. Must be available nights & weekends. Apply in person
Sundays 2-6p.m.
(270)474-2202
PADUCAH real estate
96 hour licensing
class, nights,'
Saturdays. 6 weeks.
March 4- April 17
Debit/Credit card welcome. Payment plan
Phone (270)223-0789
deloiseadams0 yahoo.
Com
SEASONAL
heip
needed. Must have
CDL with HazMals.
Apply
at
Crop
Production Services in
Hardin, KY.
270-437-4000. EOE

GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
-; 1 ,41h

New year new home
14X70 2010 model
3 bed. 2 bate home
$29,999 delivered and
set. Ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

EXPERIENCED moth
er of hvO has opening
for childcare service
provided in my home
Reasonable
rates
meals, references provIded Southwest and
CCMS after school bus
route 270-226-0205
HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References
293-3253

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodelea. on
campus. C/1-11A, W&D,
$600 water. sewage A.
trash furnished. no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease arid °epos'
required 753-4109

STAY at home mother
of 2 is available full or
part-time
hours.
Availability is from
Sam-9pm, Mon-Sat.
Children ages intancy
to pre-k. Reasonable
Rates! 270-293-0374,
270-978-5194.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1 -goo-648_6056

1BR appliances
furnished
$325-350. 293-2707
1BR, all appliances.
1619 Chns Dr
$350+deposit.
753-4219.
I BR, price reduced.
venous locations
Coleman RF
753-9898

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
RepairsAJpgrades
759.3556

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
wrth great view. WrD,
refrigerator.
stove.
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric.
$600imo plus denosit
270-492-8211

2 bedroom apartments
available One year
lease. one month
deposit. no pets Call
753-2905
2BR duplex, veappliances & carport, no
pets Call 227.7414

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

2BR near MSU appliances
furnished.
Cibi/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

CASH paid for
good, used guns
f3enson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray.

1

2BR, 2BA duplex,
$525/mo + 1 imo.
security-deposit no
pets. Call 492-8566
after-6pm

WANTED: Mobile
home that does not
have to be moved.
227-3623

Articles
For Sale

3BR/2BA brick in city,
quiet residential neighborhood, central-heat
& err, krtchen stove,
fridge, dishwasher,
WD-hookup,
big
fenced back yard.
$850.
TEL.-270-767-1176.

3BR. 2BA, very nice.
11300 Valley Dr.
$700/mo. 753-5344.

2007 Artie CAT, adult
owneo, 4x4, 650, factory camo, wam werh.
185 mi. 1998 14 ton
Dodge Van. 2001
Yamaha got! cart. gas
lift let. roof. windshield
16ft utikty trailer good
condrtion, 2 axle. 2936044 day, 753-9918
night.

4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedmom Apartments
27114534556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .
6
Equal oppectun45

4 Dora! tires,
P215/60R16, like new.
$225.00. 759-9783
GOLF carts, 2 electric.
I gas. 293-6430

tat

times For Ran

2BR, 2BA. cornpietety
remodeled. 1504
Belmont Dr
$700/monthly. No pets.
270-753-8767.
270-293-4600.

3BR. 2BA, no pets
$700/mo + $700
deposit. 293-5423

150

FOR Sale or Lease
38R 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage.
270-873-7826
HAZEL 2 or 3BR.
1.5BA. $335/mo plus
deposit No pets.
492-8526

DUPLEXES tor rent,
all appliances Included. Call 767-9948.

FOR SALE:
21 Storage Units.
Potential income
$950/mo.
$115,000 obo
227-3861
227-8280

&penances

LARGE 2BR. 2BA,
C/1-1/A, 1.5 blocks from
MSU.
$425
plus
deposit. References
required. 492-3069.
970-8412.

i

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and diShwasner
$510rtno. 759-5885 or
293-7085.

AM: Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
The Place to Start
Murrae Ledger 8 Times
4270)753-1916

LARGE
SELECTION
MSED APPIJANC
WARD-ELKINS

605 E SwF: 32th c:

(270)753-1713
(.7"!1L1.4J*
1 _
Rowel
FIREWOOD (270)21°6267 or (27012263845 Pick up or delivery

LEilcuaTiliEs
II Home Dellverv-1
3 rrbo.
$30.00

Homes Fix Saie
2003 Fleetwood located in Fox Meadows
2Bdr. 2Bath. oneowner. like-new. electric.
all-appliances.
(731)498-6117
MANAGERS Special
New 24 X 40
3 Bed. 2 Bath Home
Delivered and setup
Only $39,999 Come
and see
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429
NEW 24X48 home
3 Bed, 2 Bath House
only $49,999
Delivered and setup.
ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes.
731-584-9429

a

a tuhicripdan to the

MI RR VI

6 mo.
1 yr
I

555.00 3
4105.001 16 mo.
II 1 yr. .....

Rest or KWI'N
Boren,
3 nye
6
1

I Check

1.,oe_al Mail
-11

.470.50

-11
All (Idler Mail
Subscriptioras
3 mo
$75.00
6 too..------5%.00

Money ()rder

Visa

Mil
1

Name
1
I St. Address
I City
1 State

Zip

Itaytune Ph.
Mail this coupon with paymeni t/.
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

1

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Thursday. February 25, 2010

71

. Re : I Estate Auction

..d iconewh,r• lo

▪

yOmr !Ur

We Otter

THE BOB & JESSIE COOK PROPERTY

•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

Saturday February 27th @ 1:00 PM

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Notersystss A ATY's

iNSTPUCTIONAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

2004 Bruin Yamaha
350. less than 100
hours, $2,500 firm
27n -59-3072

2005 Chrysler Pacifica
V6, 71,000
miles.
power, leather. 6 disc
DVD, power lift gate
with remote. Exceilent
condition. $11,500 obo.
753-3273 after 5prn

351 W State Line Rd. Hazel, KY 42049(Henry Co., TN)

FrOM lawny, KT

US 641 Scion 7 Wes -Tc, TN 891State Line Rd Take
TN 693/Stale ,,ne
West 0 4 Mies 76 kaCtsOn Site Frorn Punier, TN: Take US
64i North 3 9 Miies To IN 8935tate L
Ro rotioe
E191State Line Rd West 0 4
Miies To AuCb00 Ste Signs Potted,

370
[

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

470

Sport 'Jean reMcies

812 Wh1tnell Ave. • 753-3853

Stows Reuel
-7

Murray Ledger & Times

For UM". I

,fifyrt

18.29 ACRES iN 4 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS

1

111:10ealCws

G&C
STORAGE and
PROFANE
• 19 E. Main
753-62.6u
Cell (270) 293-4 183
9 a.m. - 4 p m

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850-St. Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
\011 OPE
•
'SIB(
14114 164.1
.

DOG Obedience
f2701436-2858
SHIH-TZU puppies
AKC, CKC, shots
wormed. $300-$350
270-251 0310
evenings

Uwallock & Swaim

taX10 $25 10‘15
i270) 436-2524
(270i 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•insde climate control
storage
•SecLirity alarmed
& clean
•Wc sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-3600

HAY
mixed
$3.00 bale
square bales
753-1287

grass.
Small

LOCALLY grown premium hay Availabie at
ell
times.
Alfalfa,
MIXE15, grass mixes.
Square and round
Dales. Some wrapped.
High protein, TDN.
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-7538848 before 9:00pm

We Finance
holfandmolorsales com
270-753-4361

REAL ESTATE -NICE FURNITURE - GLASSWARE - 1990
LINCOLN TOWN CAR - PERSONAL PROPERTY
REM. ESTATE: Trect 1' A Beautrful 1 or 3 Bedroom. I 1."2 Bath Bnck Home
Featuring Formai Lmng Room Kitchen Den.:13onus Room Dining Area. Nice
F,replace,(Ace. Utley Fioom Hardwood Floors New Root in 2008 Walk ir

AKC
registered
Doberman
Pinscher
puppies $500 & up
Reaay beginning of
March 731-336-7848

I

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
(ismer of 121 S & t.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

A BEAUTIFUL 2 OR 3 BDRM. 1 1/2 BATH
BRICK HOME - 70'872' BUILDING &
18.29 ACRES IN 4 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS

06 PT Cruiser Touring.
cool vanilla, cruise. 6
disc cd player, moon
roof. very good condition, 28,000 miles.
56,400. 978-5818.

Closets Security. System Central Heat & Air & Attic Storage Extenor

Features Include An Attachwd Carport 70'x72 Metal BuildirigiWorkshop Wrtri
Concrete Floors Office Area &Bathroom 18 Automatic Overhead DOD!,
Electhcrty & 12' & 10 Overhead Doors. Paved Driveway Brick/Concrete
Sidewalks & A Brick Patio Ali Situated Or 2 00 Acres Tract 2' 1 02 Ac,es
Tract 3' 7 58 Acres Tract 4' 7 69 Acres
REAL ESTATE WILL BEGIN AT 1:00 P.M.! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!

fl.IWTI/RE/APPUANCES. rink/nevi Pak Fumy, Oftice Das laanaq mime. &asset Crra Cannel
Drec 'sue COart d „waves klaVarli Coles 'able Ela Tawas KJa,'Ara Bec ,
.5 411 4..xwanows
IMetaTV Larpe ..ssram Dsea &noel Baby Bede Deaf* %Jag Char Char
GLASSWANE/CAST IROMICOUICTIBLESAMIK.. Ot Larva Sag rarmscir :eves, sani Dingus IX No
7 tiltokes
ovi Stemware Siemer,* htafe *SF Cues SauCtrs Nee,ver, Boat Set of. Slard 5
/0 Cots Stowe!.larter f-age &Air /..m0. Mom; BCAV McCoy. Odd Gamine ainterra Pacher
Cavort :Atte .iartbac ›sn Eic PailecrAriessad Ceam Motes 1:::anpoies aasses yeses Eason Ex
*tree C2a160iRCer, rAre Friand
Tnrweicr-9:nnes AP Swan COVelt Fiore,Petti, Foos
Artwortente Otl OM
,
qiier
Sta10 'or. Games lim:11.10 140naeys Tenter Came Gas,
Bats C.4,age leronade Owes Cosi ror lent Gzenemee StermeSnwpme aims Kandla ottersAnt2se
XX
Dudek 'esters. Serf% ;labs. Et i 010 Aeozet Vtaces 5,0 Save Sate Eine Prime Fined 45. ltrei
Me 'rarer' Lyme Sew No 4 dt 90 OM Chlteni Sots ,Lw Seuss
"li,reni 4:3911•
laps Comic
&mkt. Egr
0octi. Yana Co Nevem ,A tkower.6,0 "wa 0wa bocio Nelms Decumbent
LAIRII SWEEP /TOOLS: Pilaw Prc 3IY
Soe6S
Ever,
.YAh@el DA Sam kr
Cdmyressor JIM Starts. eatery Charger rAirlindo, Stec LOW -Lr0 s
CM' ,9.a0
Tar Car °ow eimlOWS 3 -CMS MANY 0UAL1TY rTEMS NOT USTED1
Call For Detailed Brochure or Visit: www.harriseuctions.com
REA/ ESTATE TERMS 154. Down Day rod Se*. Baiance ro Day, Ma,a rrepacerans Por To Das.
01 Salt 13s.ne, W9 Be Regorge TO Skr 1.0.Erd ,54.1.2eC
1"
p,.„„„r,, yom 8,,
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ardieraO To The Feat No Arxx included o The Contact Saie Pixo
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2002 Honda Civic,
app.-100k miles.
4-door automatic
w/CD,
cruise. factory silver paint, electnc windows and mirrors. Great gas
mileage. Excellent
condition. Reduced
price. 1 -owner
293-3215.
2001 Grand Prix GT,
leather. all buttons,
sun-roof, tinted windows, 89k miles
$5,000 OBO.
978-7171
98 Gran Prix GT
Sedan 4dr, ps.pw,tilt,
cruise, am/tm cd
heads up display,
leather. chome
wheels New tires,
brakes & rotors last
year.
S3500. C.:all
270-293-2910

A leader al taad lillarketyv
• vow Pralesstonal Aucaoheen.

Used Trucks

VV. TN. Angus Assn. Sale
2-27-10 Sat. Noon
UT at Martin, TN
49 Anous Females
12 St0u1 AriguS BuIIS
Charlie Rowlett, Sale Chairman
731 -514-6348
Mack Zarecor, President

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
10AM, March 6. 2010
Olive Branch Auction Realty(OBAR)
4157 L'S Hwy 641 South, Murray, Kentucky, 42071
Ph:(270.293.32.32)
Website:(www.obarky.com)
Email: olivebconky@yahoo.com
One Bedroom, one bath over garage apartment buikiing .

1995

F-250
Ford
$3,600 435-4498
1995 F70 Ford Box
truck runs good. in
good condition.
169,900 miles.
$5000.00 Call for info
270-753-88E17 or
270-227-8818

731-643-8810
albauctiOn.corn

•

Mintwing, Manicuring,
. Landscaping &
" Lnaf Vacuuming
Saiisfaetinn guar./mired

PUE3LIC AUCTION
SATURDAY, MAItCH 6, 2010 *10:04AM
PARIS. TN- 1795 Old Union Loop
b roni downtown Paris take 441 S f MO/11011.41 Drive t
appmtimatels 4 miles Iwcarnes re•A 16951, go 2.7 miles.
turn left uoto Old Union Road go 3_5 miles
surrion on LS* righL Signs will be pouted.
kellint, Real Estate. 5ehlek.a. Trector & Equipment_
Personal Pruperts for Stevens vs Stevens.
3 isit our "'cholla: w ss sydatigtaykomection.coen
‘/F'i 1 HOUSE SI:NDAI, FEBRUA RI 28 t LW-490 Pft. f I
._ A si...
area 03.., ad 3 1."1 .• os- 2
DBMS- Oen- kat.Ren lots of col:inks, sows disioresto
,
dot, ,00rn brow. way- 2 car grans°. roma root- very
Wino Prom porch- central heat A air. Mae in 197R- wee
>6
,
,
1 PC System and picric ouildrig pnvale *COMM mad to
inc. Sonngxille WMA . a huge dock huneing ante. 17 6C
acre., w.ccod 'stocked won WM & triabs$11, - earearal
assorted tree& Iraq**. lis•CR- cm° WI. drape
"sow
Naebernes; back ol property ?ors TVA wed.. REAL,
ESTATE WILL SELL. AT 10 00AM 10. 005961 DAY Of
AuctnN BALANCE DL/E WITHIN 30 DAYS WITH PASSiNG OF DEED POSS.ESSiON Al C.:LOSING

753-1816 227-0611

Located five mile south of Murray on State Hwy 121 South with
frontage on state highway and county water service. This 23 X 20
foot building is on a 30 X 250 Lot (approximate dimensions). It is
complete with window air, cooking stove. refrigerator, carpeted

floors in LR and BR. Full bath with tub shower. With its location
near Kentucky Lake this could be that Hunting and Fishing
Headquarters you have been searching for. Great Starter Home or
income producing property for the Investor!

\vi• Bog. ,onseruble black. furl intevinic. 50,056
mile. ,exxelleni ..iindltion i. 1,69 Alrtsuhishi Monier° 1...S,
Vh. 4 door • Hunter sailboat wAratler 5hp Manner.
Fit N238440686• ITO BE MOVED)timber framed 22x32
calon. in 2 pans small gas cook Move, refogerator. sink &
cabinets. upstairs kift & screened porch • MD BE MOVEDI
timber framed 12x /6 Cypress wood bidding wftretal roof•
Lance Legend 80 truck camper. 10'9- extend cab, 1996
model. sanopy. ekcs. jacks • Savage 30-06 w/SPR scope•
Ford Fergus.° Tractor, 3 speed • Clad lift. 4000 cap..
propane. C3400T40.4644 hrs.•6 ft. box blade.5 ft. Howse
suit, • Wally Mo 20 ft. goose neck trailer. 14.000
Itis w,Yarop • boom pole + craftsmen mhos mower. 15.5
0113 Kohler. 42- cut, 6 speed 4. Maim, plaster. 12 I/4- •
Maktta chain moniser frivol • Makita 16 5/16- saw •
Hitachi hand saw • DeWah DW73.5 11" plower • Makita
planer h 161- • Nita.hi ClOrAl table ow.Porter Cable
sander. Whisper series • Craftsman 10: radial arm saw +
Ski's... 1-1135860 M 1/4'' work drive .. + Porter caNe air
compressor + Bosch hand planer• Porter Cable hand saw •
portable pressure washer•fan unlink*.Hitachi 71/4" saw,
• IXeWali 71/4" saw • Porter Cabie router • De Walt i In
1 '2- dnll wCbits • propane heater w/tank + Delonght safe
heater • Melina sander.Cmftsrnan 1" helt sander « Pro lift
)ack 21/2 ton • Craftsman shop sm. 6 0 hp.broad axe.
extension cords 4 B&D hand sander• clamps 6 fi Orp ladder • hand saw • 4 ft. aluminum ladder + Swansoo Speed
12" square • assorted wood • 6'''x6", 87101*, 8'x16 fengihs.
....pie, and oak HOUSEHOLD. Kenmore upnght frrezrr +
i 21 oak chairs.china cabinet • Kenmore front load washer
inew condition).Kenmore dryer • roLkerftglider • sob +
quern sue 'Ink iron • oak teweIrt cabinet • DVD1VCR •
pm-table TV • set of Pfalograli dishes • assorted dishes +
linen,• HP lksign let 110 Plus printer + HP DeskJet F340
All•irl 4 NIC,
rote+ y Galewai computer ryor,doripr y (2) Lay,:
cm sysidles • horse tack & more
Ligrli Avaiwisiblie
Not Rersponv000 /or Aocadenrs
rio-is a Ce 4.ins Comoraur smiamir• oar 1 &eft
,Par.& rrCAS. CASraERS CrrECK 0,arreSONau CelECIL yaw) CURRENT
Barra LETTER Or CREPT oatranarrarng uarroarra made
.
Ono;
reyor Auceon Soma now.. iw, MA. comma rror 0.
,
...../.0+
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Asal Estate

Murry, Ledger & Timm Fair

Haring Act Notice
All real estate ads ertnei herein
o suborn to Me fcieral Fair
Housing Act, which make, it
illegal to advenase any preference. ',moaner or chscomina•
bon based on race. col.. rein
por, sex Ondicap twnilial status or nahonal onpn. or intenbon to make aro such preferences, hmitanons diacnminab0n
State Irs, tortsid discnrn iruhan
in the sae, rental or advertising
or real estate based on facton m
addition ie th,.e prole:6d
uNder tederai
We wit; knowingl,. Keepo any
adverming for real ester
e riot In tiolatson ot the law Al
persons are hetet,. ,ntormed
dial all dwellinp ad,erbsed are
available or, an equal opportiiniN basis
En harliier awSislarKe with fair
Housing Advertisinic reuuire
ments. contact NA.A (Thome!
Arne P Milam.(70 64A-1000

All Carpentry Const.
New homes, Additions.

I
PRZ.111.J'

3**
1464
S-*`,
roue
Air o,nee•audi"
A R., Exam Ben.
200 Adkins Lane • P....ryear TN J825,
Temonorke 173,1247-3,FM
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Doug Tay, Auchoriaererolorr
I oLic 02G27 Kr Lrc SRP-7209 rerro r,782
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FREE PALLETS
Loading Pock of Murray Ledger & Times

1414 Oakhill Dr.,
145x175, quiet cul-desac, Call 978-0876 or

759-5469

LARGE home in COun
try with acreage 5 to
85. 6 BR, 6.5 BA, pool,
gym, play rooms, large
decks, patio, lots of out
buildings. 3 acre lake,
good hunting & fishing.

559-2032.
NEW home 3 BR. 2
200-acre farm in TN,
near KY stateline. 140acre tillable, house.

barns, ponds

Even.

731-247-3984.

ND
FOR
I-15 ‘CRES
978-0299()R'
293-8035

BA, 2 car garage.
patio, cathedral ceilings, concrete drive,
energy efficient features. Rebates still
available. 210-3781 or
559-2032.

New 2-4
Bedroom houses in
Rivertleid Estaters.
BG Real
Profesaiosais

293-7S72

Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten ftoors, Vinyl
Siding.
Decks.
Roofing. Mobile Horne
Repair.
753-2353
Lam/ Nirnmo
Licensed & Insured
YOUR AD
COULD BE

Hill Electric
Since 19Sti

24 Noun seams
Res., Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

Leo Property
LAKE Lot Sale
Sat Feb 27th only
2+ AC - S29.900
FREE BOATSUPS
Beautifully wooded
with private access to
spectacular 160.000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky Enjoy
infinity-edge pool &
miles
of walking trails. pnvete park, more

First Come • Flret Serve

Excellent financing.

Please No Phone Calls

Call now 1-800-7043154. x 3421

,1rri

It
10

4 •,•:•.(,•

-

(270)436-'2867
(270)293-1118

Directory
Infrastructure Config.
MCITP:
Seniices
Adrnin
Security+.
Teaching experience a
must. Must be available
from 10a.71-1pm, M-Th
Send resume to dtudor* sullivan edu.

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removai. gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-1118

For Sale
2009
brick
home
2,100
sq.lt
living
space
3BR. 3BA 1 + acre,
double garage, sun room, hilltop viow. 1(2
mile to Murray City
water & gas By owner
$144.000
270-519-8570

\

-,•ii

nil

Call us irVe 'will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,

junk & tree work
TAT Lawn Service
Free estimates.
(270)293-0468

Aviation
ing
Maintenance C;areer.
FAA approved program
Financial aid if qualified- Housing available.
Call Aviation in.,Atute of

TRAVEL
•Nonh Myrtle Beach,
SC- Warm Sunshinel
Oceanfront
Luxury
Beach Homes and
Condos. Best selection,
service
and
rates
Guaranteed'
FREE
BROCHURE 866-8782756 or www.northrnyrtlebeachtravel.com

ADAMS Horne
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp

Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ATTN Seniors State
qualifier, enroll now kir
final expense Dural life
insurance Cell Alex
now tor free

HMI'', W.1,111
MAN. C.1 NH X I

weekh
• itxtalit,

,lieual
iicd/opmeteti

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
LussilIon
44. %bible
334), St. Rt 124N.

• 753-8087
5,1nolis

2•1', 1-22

1.11”

LAMB'S TREE
SERVICE
$100 OFF ON
$200 OR
MORE
Offet expires 12a

Free Estimates
Credit Cards accepted

(270)753-2020

quote.(850)585-7474
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained.. 436-2228.
D-AVIS Handywork's
Small home repairs,
garages, decks, siding,
remodeling, houses
built to suit.
270-227-94i34.

731-247-3984.
460

-AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train for high pay-

•ATTENTION- FREE
CDL Class-A Training
FREE name change
Must be LAID OFF.
dosaiments and marital
Collecting
settlement agreement.
Unemployment
or
Fast and easy. Call us
exhausted
benefits
24hr/ 7 days. 1-8887 8 9 - 0 1 9 8 . Maintenance 0388)349- Funding thru STATE
WIA Program. Must
wwwCounDivorceServ 5387
meet
hinng
ice com
•ATTEND COLLEGE Requirements
of Major
*One order One check, ONLINE from Home. Trucking
Companies
One smar1 move, Save 'Medical, 'Business.
TRUCK
AMERICA
time and money by • Peralegal
TRAINING 866-244
making one call to 'Accounting. *Criminal
3644
place a 25-word classi- Justice Job Placement
fied in 70 Kentucky assistance. Computer
newspapers for only available Financial Aid
*BIM
Truckins
S250 For more infor- if qualified. Call 866- Company
Driver
mation, contact the 4 6 0 - 9 7 6 5
Trainees Neededl No
classifiea department vnvw.CenturaOnline.co
CDL- NO PROBLEM,
of this newspaper or
Eam up to $900/ week
call KPS 1-502-223•ATTENTION- FREE Company
endorsed
8821
Equipment CDL Training. Job
Heavy
Operator Training Must assistance. Financial
BUILDINGS
OFF, assistance. 888-780LAID
be
•EBC,
Inc.
Pre- Collect
ing 5539
Engineei ea
Steel
Unemployment
or
Buildings
•CDUA: Drivers- We
Benefits.
exhausted
Components.
have Lots of Freightl
Funding thru STATE
Commercial.
Farm,
Dry Van & Flatbed.
AMERIProgriun.
WIA
Church. Riding Arena
Great equipment & Pay.
CAN HEAVY EQUIP30-200 Wide Clear
Class-A CDL, Good
MENT TRAINING 866Span Winchester. KY
driving recorc required_
280-5836
859-744-2368
Western Express 888MEDICAL HELP
801-5295
BUSINESS
WANTED
SERVICES
..DRIVERS
CDL-A
•Ky Health Training Flatbed Up to 41 CPM
*DISH.
$19.99/mo,
Clinical Good
Certified
Home Time
Why Pay More? FREE
Medical Assistant, EKCi $1,000 Sign-On Bonus
Install w/ DVR (Up to 4
Technician, Nurse Aide Hearth, Dental, Vision
Rooms) FREE MOVIe
Training, Phlebotomy OTR
experience
Channels (3 months).
training. Lexington & required. No felonies
and a $570 sign-up
Georgetown.
Day, 800-441-4271 xKY-1 DO
Bonus!
1-866-24°Night, Weekend class31344
*Driversimmediate
es. 859-963-2901, 888Need! 07 R Tanker
EQUIPMENT
2 7 4 - 2 0 1 8
available
www.nurseaidetraining- positions
FOR SALE
NOW! CDL-A w/ Tanker
oentercom
*NEW
Norwood
Req'd. Outstanding paY
SAWMILLSMOBILE HOMES
& benefits! Call a
LurnberMate-Pro han*MUST SELL, Lana recruiter TODAY! 877dles logs 34" diameter,
home package, owner 484-3061 ,iweeroakley •
mills boards 28" wide.
financing available Call transport.com
Automated quick-cycle270-926-3352
•Flatbed Company &
sawing increases efficiency up to 40%1 *MUST SELLI! Single 0/0 Drivers Needed
www.NorwoodSawrnills wide in park near town. 0/0 must have own
Company
corni3OON 1-800-661- owner financing avail- trailer.
T746 Ext 300N
able. Call 270-926- Drivers can make from
24°... to 27% with
3352
HELP WANTED
Excellent
Benefits,
REAL ESTATE
home weekends. Call
•Home-Based Internet
M-F 8AM-4PM. 800Business. $500-$1000/ .Lake Lot Sale
month,
part
hme. Acres$29.900_ 525-3383 ext. 106
$2,000- $5,000/ Month Includes FREE Boat www.ftexpress.corn
full-time
Possible. Slips! Sat 2/27/10 onty.
Flexible hours. Training Beautifully wooded, pn
provided
FREE vate access to spectacDetaiis
ular 160,000 acre recrewww.K348.com
ational
iake!
in
Kentucky. Enjoy infinityAre you looking tor
•Sullivan
University
edge pool, miles of
an affordable &
(Lexington) seeks an
walking trails, private
reliable mowing
Adjunct
Microsoft
park, more. Excellent
service? If so then
Instructor.
Requires
financing. Call now 1call 270-873-9637.
MCTS.
Windows
Free Estimates
Server 2008 Active 800-704-3154, x3393

BRUSH & Hammer.
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
t.

Prime hunting land in
TN, west of Hazel. 50acre deer & turkey. 15acre open for food
plots. 270-227-7666.

,

HERE FOR.
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH.
CALL 753-1916

.,1.I ;IrT:

It+ 4itich0+ cdnany

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Lots FOr Saki
WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates.

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFOFIDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
.Screened Porches
•Garages
eNater & Termite
Damage
*Decks
•Hornei Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587

Ail announcements. made day ofsale will override published
advertisements and 10% Buyers Premium will apply..

HIGHLIGHTS OF PERSONAL PROPE4TNI.iSTING
l'47.1

L&M
".
LAWN SERVICE

*DI VORC E with or without Chedren $125 With

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

‘RK'S
I. k1% \('%RI%
•

I 2.711,

- 193K.

NESOME'S

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624

ML Garage Doors
Installatk)n, Repairs &
Maintenance
on
garage doors & opera
tors. 293-2357
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its::
sources reliable, but%
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
inform.(tion do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep-.•
utable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for theii
activit(es.
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Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aerial BucketTnick
Insured

(270)898-8733
.
(270)564-8798
TROYER'S
Constn.iction
Metal Roofing. Pole
Barn,
Shingles
(270)804-6884

0K , YOU
YOU CAI'
Cw0Y, OR

CHOCOLATE Lab
puppy 5-mo old
474-8808

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing season is
coming up. So
give me a all for
your free estimatrl
Corey @

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump gnnding.
firewood Insured
489-2839

LAWNS mowed, rea
sonable rates, free
estimates.
Newly
retired man looking tor
5-6 yards to muw to
supplement
SS
Expenenced depen d able 753-2643 after
10pm

Murray L

(270)705-1037
YEARRY'S TreeService. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Cal atread!be
gird to het
Nunntor
270.

1916
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Murray Ledger & Times

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of

er at a special service at Goshen
United Methodist Church.

Steve Riggins, farm specialist
trom the state of Kentucky,
helping an area fanner, Michael
Burchett, on the computer during a computer training class
for farmers at the Weeks Community Center. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
presented a program today at
Lovett Auditorium as part of
the Quad State Senior Band Festival.
Births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey III, Feb. 11.

Ferty years ago

Cadet James J. Bryant, son
of Col. and Mrs. John T. Bryant,
has been named "Cadet of the
Week" at Murray State University for the second time

this year.
Births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Dale Farris, Feb. 17; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Haneline, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Wilson and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Humble,
Feb. 18; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Whited, Feb. 20;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sterling, Feb. 22.

Twenty years ago

Fifty years ago
Murray High School Music
Department will present "Showboat" at the MHS auditorium

Published is a picture of
one of the many businesses
with displays at the Home,
Lawn & Garden Show at the tonight.
West Kentucky Livestock and
Mrs. J.D. Petersen presentExposition Center and spon- ed a program on "Famous
sored by WSJP and WBLN, Homes" at a meeting of the
local radio stations.
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
Births reported include a United Daughters of the Congirl to Marla and Randy Smith, federacy at the home of Mrs.
Feb. 20; a girl to Andrea and W.P. Roberts.
Timothy Vied and a boy to
North Murray Homemakers
Rhonda and Patrick Brandon, Club met at the home of Mrs.
Feb. 21; a boy to Edwina and B.J. Hoffman with Mrs. CharThomas Roberts, Feb. 22.
lie Crawford giving the lesson
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Riley on "Window Treatment."
will be married for 50 years
Sixty years ago
March 2.
Murray State College ThorThirty years ago
oughbreds won 75-60 over
Dr. Charles G. Warner, local Morehead State College Eagles
veterinarian, has been named in the first round of the Ohio
Murray's Humanitarian of the Valley Conference Basketball
Year by the Murray-Calloway Tournament at the Jefferson
County Humane Society.
County Artnory, Louisville.
Pvt. Ricky J. Hargrove, son Loughary was high scorer for
of Mr. and Mrs. Marcus G. the Thoroughbreds.
Hargrove,
has
completed
Murray High School Tigers
advanced individual training at won 46-42 over New Concord
the United States Army Infantry Redbirds in a basketball eame.
School at Fort Benning, Ga.
High team scorers were JefRev. J.D. Spencer of Estill frey for Tigers and Roland for
Springs. Tenn., was the speak- Redbirds.

Widower's new confidante is
resented by daughter and son
DEAR ABBY: My mother
recently passed away. She and

Dad were married 52 happy
years. Over the years, Morn
received a few Christmas cards
from 'Linda.' my brother's
girlfriend 30 years ago.
Dad found Linda's address
and let her
know about
Mom's passing. Now he
says he and
Linda have
become
good
friends. Dad

says they're
''only
friends" and
is
Linda
By Abigail
someone he
Van Buren
can talk to.
We are very upset about whatever relationship they have.
My brother and I and our children want to be the ones to
comfort Dad and be comforted by him. It has been only
two months since Mom's death.
He talks to Linda about
everything. They have even
discussed the details of Mom's
grave marker. Linda says Dad
is the father she never had.
(Her f3ther is still living.) I
confronted Dad about it, and
we had a huge argument. Are
we wrcmg and insensitive for
disapproving of his closeness
with this woman? -- FALLING
APART IN TEXAS

Dear Abby

DEAR FALLING APART:

Please accept my sympathy for
the loss of your mother. You
and your brother and children
may want to be the ones to
comfort your father (and be
comforted by him), but what
he may feel he needs right

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 25,
the 56th day of 2010. There are
109 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 25, 1940, a hockey
game was televised for the first
ttme, by New York City station
W2XBS, as the New York Rangers
defeated. the Montreal C'antuiterts,
6-4-es-Madisen Square Garden.

cent per gallon.
In 1950, "Your Show of
Shows," starring Sid Caesar, Imogene Coca, Carl Reiner and Howard
Morris, debuted on NBC-TV.
In 1964, Cassius Clay (later
Muhammad Ali) became world
heavyweight boxing champion by.
defeating Sonny Liston in Miami
Beach.
In 1986, President Ferdinand
Marcos fled the Philippines after
20 years of rule in the wake of
a tainted election; Corazon Aquino
assumed the presidency.
In 1990, Nicaraguans went to
the polls in an election that resulted in an upset victory for the
alliance opposed to the ruling Sandinistas.
In 1991. dunng the Persian
Gulf War, 28 Arnericans were killed
when an Iraqi Scud missile hit a

On this date:
In 1836, inventor Samuel Colt
patented his revolver.
In 1901, United States Steel
Corporation was incorporated by
P. Morgan.
in 1913. the 16th Amendment
to the Constitution, giving Congress the power to levy and collect income taxes, was declared
in effect by Secretary of State
Philander Chase Knox.
In 1919, Oregon became the
test state to tax gasoline, at one
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U.S. barracks in Dhahran, Saudi
Arabia.

Ten years ago: A jury in Albany.
N.Y. acquitted four white New York
City police officers of all charges
in the Feb. 1999 shooting death
of unarmed African immigrant
Amadou Diallo in the Bronx.
Five years ago: Munictpal
employee and church leader Dennis Rader was arrested for the
BTK 1"bind. torture, kill") senal
slayings that had terrorized Wichita. Kan (Rader later pleaded guilty
and was sentenced to 10 life prison
terms.) A suicide bombing killed
four Israelis outside s Tel Aviv
nightclub. shattering an informal
truce' Amnesty
International
founder Peter BenensOn died in
Oxford. England. at age 83. Hall
of Fame basketball coach John
Chaney v..as suspended for the
rest of the regular season by Temple for ordertng rough play by
one of his players dining a game
against Saint joseph's.
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0 , YOU HAVE A CHOICE :4eRe
YOU CAN EITHER SOUISiri MY
Celle, OR TAKE THE co-les-r FULL
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DEAR DR. GOIT: I've been
experiencing unusual discomfort
in my legs. It began when I started to exercise in the summer of
2009. 1 attnbuted it to the exercise on the glute machine, so I
stopped Tbe pain went away, but
1 then began to experience leg
pain/discomfort that can
be descnbed
as similar to
shin splints.
It's not a
sharp
pain,
just a throbbing discomfort I feel it
especially at
rught, and it
wakes me up.
This usually
happens when
By
Dr Peter Gott 1 lie on my
side. Sornetimes I put a pillow between my
legs, hoping to avoid it, but it
doesn't always help. When 1 wake
up, I turn on my back and the
discomfort dissipates, allowing me
to go back to sleep. There are nights
when the pain doesn't awaken
me, and I'm not sure what that
is attributed to.
Dunng the day, I occasionally feel the same discomfort but
not to the same degree, and it's
not as bothersome. Do you have
any ideas on what it could be or
how I can work toward making
it go away^
I'm 51 years old, slender and
in good health. I do not smoke
or drink, am not diabetic, and 1
don't have high blood pressure.
My cholesterol levels are a little
higher than they should be, so I
have been taking red yeast nce.
Also, I've developed a bit of a
rash on the inside of both my knees.
I hope you have some ideas because
my doctor doesn't.
DEAR READER: Your initial
pain certainly could have resulted from using the glute machine.
The use ot' any new and different piece of equipment may result

in unexpected stress and strain on
bones arid their connective tissues.
The outer edge of the tibia.
the large prominent bone in the
front of the lower leg, causes the
pain of shin splints. And frequent
starts and stops from sports such
as tennis or basketball. from trairting too quickly and/or to excess,:
are what cause shin splints. The
pain may be continuous. Relief
is often found through rest, ice
or hot packs, over-the-counter
salves with cayenne pepper or die-alyptus formulas, physical therapy
and massage.
.•
If the pain is in the calf area..
it's possible your red yeast *rice
could play a role. This product
contains lovastatin (with statin
being the key part of the word).
About 10 years ago, the Food
and Drug Administration came
down hard on several manufacturers and has since monitored
the market closely. Any red-yeastrice product found to contain more
than "trace" amounts of lovastatm is considered an "unapproved
drug" and may be banned. Studies have shown the product does
work for some people (despite
low stattn levels, suggesting sense-.
thing else might be at WOlt I. tin:
it may still cause the problems.
statins cause. Given its unregu-i
lated manufacture. there is no sylty ,
for consumers to know exactly.
what dosage they are using.
Side effects include muscle
pain or damage and kidney problems, and it isn't recommended
for people with liver disease. f
don't think your problem is vas- .
cuter in nature. I suggest you !airy
a hypoallergenic pillow for ;you;
knees.
Discontinue the red yeast. tasfe.
to determine whether the pain
subsides. use ice or hot packs,
exercise in moderation. and atteinpt
to control your cholesterol levels
through proper diet. If these recommendations fail to provide relief,
request a second opinion.

considering a horne office or
spending more time at home.
Though you think you can meet
your obectives, tirrie will reveal
MOr8.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Keep talks moving.
YOd might feel unusually uncomfortable. especially for you.
Rethink a decision with care
knowing that more information
could be forthcoming.•Keep discussions moving
CANCER (June 21-Juty 12)
*or* You could be ooing overboard emotionally' or financially.
Do you know when to stop a.nd
when to begin right now'' Ask
yourself 4 you could be overly
serf-indulgent in some way.

lose Oy being open.

•••••

DEAR ABBY: My husband

and I have been married 13
years and have two children,
7 and 9. About a yi:ar ago,
husband
41-year-old
my
befriended
11-year-old
an
neighbor girl, "Lacey." Lacey
is charming, fnendly and plays
with my children.
I iike her and her family,
but
bothered that she and
my husband have a relationship that seems questionable
to me and his friends: Lacey
texts him daily, to which he
quickly responds. They have
conversations in our driveway,
and they text each other constantly at neighborhood socials

Dr. Gott

even though they're in the same
rOOM.
I have told my husband I

am poncerned and that it may
be an unhealthy relationship.
Others have also voiced their
concerns to him because they
see the same things I do. On
the other hand, her parents think
the friendship is innocent.
Abby, am I overreacting?
-- WORRIED WIFE DOWN
SOUTH

DEAR WORRIED: I don't
think you're overreacting in
light of the fact that other
adults are picking up on the
"vibes" and tnaking comments.

1 find it of concern that Lacey
doesn't have playmates her own
age. It appears she has a crush
on your husband, and he finds
it flattering and is encouraging her.

Horoscope

by lameline Blur

for
BIRTHDAY
Friday. Feb. 26, 2010:
You often feel uncomfortable
and more awkward than you
have in many years. Get past

those feelings by focusing on
what you are doing. Success
heads toward you because you
are focused on gaining anti
growth. l-ady Luck gives you a
shove as you start ki new 11-year
luck cycle. Go for what you
want. If you are single, you
could meet someone who
knocks your socks off. You don't
even need to look for this person: he or she will appear. If you
will
are attached, the two of
become closer if you take up a
mutual interest together. LEO
energizes yoti.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynarmu,
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so,
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** At times dunng the day,
you feel powerless to rnake your
point. Situations change, a
boss's attention could be diverted. Your instincts will guide yoe.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Be sensitive to a family
mernboes needs, and you could
be very: delighteci by the outcome. Some of you might be

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Of ail sigrts, you are
the most energized, and you
also could easify make a faux
pas. With all that strong, quick
energy, you certainly do need to
be careful. You might say something that hurts someone's feelings.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*** Take your time making a
decision, r,o matter what. More
information is forthcoming. perhaps in a most Jnconventional
form. Keep your antenna up.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Listen to friends or
associates. Not only do they
rnean well, but they aiso might
see matters from a more realistic
perspective. Y04.1 have nothing to

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Imagine what it would be
like if a boss totally responded to
your ideas. In this sarne vein,
you rnight be thinking about
becoming your own boss or
starting your own business
Remember, this role might be
alluring.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You might want to take
off ASAP. A situation could make
you uncomfbrtable. Let the ill-atease mornents pass. and remain
focused on the long-term objectives
Opportunities
come
through real estate.
CAPRICORt4(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Deal with someone
directly and honor who you are.
You could be uncomfortable with
the association. especially pop-.
cerning finances. Know that:yeU
can change courses if you wartt
to.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others could overwhelm
you. mainly because you want to
be with everyone and share with
many. YOU also want to meet
certain individuals reauests
Use caution when making a
financial commitment.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*a* Clearly, you have a lot thw
you want tc accomplish You
have the necessary, energy
There is no reason tor you to fall
back or have a problem If you
need to stay late. please do.
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Leg pain is troublesome

now is someone he can talk
to who is not emotionally
involved and doesn't need comforting.
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piece
35 Type of market
36 Stereo component
38 Quick-witted
39 Bushwhack
40 Genetic strand
41 Boston skater
43 Dismissal
(hyph )
47 Plant sticker
48 Greenish blue
50 --- Khayyam
51 TV news source
52 Revise text
53 Criterion

1 Nut shell
5 Reddish-brown
horses
9 Winter mo
12 Type of arch
13 Warning, per,
haps
14 Excellent
15 Spooky
17 Neck scarf
19 Took a load off
20 No crunchers
21 Camera setting
(hyph )
24 Forest growth
27 Economist —
Greenspan
28 Patron of lost
causes
29 Debussy subject
30 Goom's garb
31 Hole-boring tool
32 Common contraction
33 Slip up
34 Chair-back
1
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threesome
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"must"(2
wds.1
24 Candy base
25 When pigs fly
26 Out of sight
28 Minty quaff
31 With suspicion
35 Ice cream
choice
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38 Santa —
winds
40 Budget item
41 UK network
42 Hightail rt
43 Yes, in
Yokohama
44 Tall bird
45 '2001" computer
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MCCH offers tips for
nutrition and health
Special to the Ledger
process of aging in both men and women.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and So say no to cigarettes
and stay young
the Center for Health & Wellness offer
and healthy for die rest of your life!
a wide array of programs so you can
• Control Your Stress - Leading a
learn more about exercise, nutrition, and
relaxed,
stress-free life will not only
general health and safety.
The mission of Murray Hospital is to reduce the risks of health related disorprovide the highest quality, patient cen- ders, it will also calm you down and let
tered health care services to improve the you enjoy your life better. Find a balhealth status of our region. Below are a ance between home and
work, create a
few nutrition and health tips we recomdaily list of "things to do" and spend at
mend to have a healthier lifestyle.
least 15 minutes doing something you
• Follow A Healthy, Balanced, Diet:
love
and enjoy each day. It could be a
Eating a healthy diet is the first step to
a healthy body. Besides knowing what simple activity, like watching a funny
to eat, it is just as important to know movie, socializing with friends, reading,
the right proportions your body. needs. exercising, pampering yourself with a
.kn ideal diet should be high in fiber, body massage, soaking
in a tub, playing
low in fat, and include fresh fruits and
with your dog, listening to your favorite
vegetables. At MCCH, we provide Regmusic, or simply lazing around and doing
istered Dietitians who can develop a spenothing.
cialized plan that fits your body, and
• Sleep Well - A good seven to eight
help you identify what your daily calorie intake should be.
hours of uninterrupted sleep is a must
• Drink Lots of Water: Drinking a for your body to reboot itself and feel
minimum of seven to eight glasses of energetic the next day. Lack
of sleep affects
water everyday helps to cleanse impuriour hormone levels and slows down
ties and toxins from your body and helps
metabolism, often resulting in weight
to get healthy skin. In addition, the fluid
gain.
Studies have shown that deep, uninis responsible for the functioning of your
metabolic processes. So if you're dehy- terrupted sleep helps cell growth and cell
drated, your entire body slows down repair, which can increase the metaboleaving you feeling bad.
lism and help in burning calories.
• Exercise Regularly: Regular exerIf you suffer from sleep apnea or
cise helps you stay and feel young by
other sleep disorders, Murray-Calloway
raising your energy levels, controlling
County Hospital can provide you with
your body weight, and increasing your
endurance. Start with a goal such as tak- an evaluation by a sleep specialist for
ing the stairs instead of the elevator, or the diagnosis and treatment of a sleep
walk 15 minutes everyday. Then, you disorder. At the Center for Sleep Studcan increase your time and find whatev- ies, we will conduct a sleep study that
er exercise you enjoy doing.
provides doctors with information about
At the Center for Health and Well- how
you breathe and sleep. It can also
ness, we believe that a healthy bcdy is
help to determine your treatment options.
critical to healthy living. Good health
combines a fit body with an informed With proper treatment, people with sleep
mind. By joining our team, you are tak- disorders can increase the quality of their
ing a significant step on the journey to lives.
good health. We will provide you with
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
the motivation and resources you need offers these healthy lifestyle
tips to help
to increase your stamina, reduce your
you improve the overall health of your
weight and strengthen your heart.
body, and these small changes, can add
• Quit Smoking — Smoking is the
most preventable cause of serious illness years to your life.
For more infomiation about services
in the world, contributing to more than
400,000 deaths each year. Recent stud- offered at Murray-Calloway County Hosies have proved that smoking is also one pital, contact the Marketing Department
of the leading factors that stimulate the at 762-1381.
•..•
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10 tips to follow for a healthy pregnancy
Dr. Kent Iterpe
alcohol, tobacco, caffeine
Murray Woman's Clinic and other things that
may
Special to the Ledger
Pregnancy involves much harm her baby.
She can maintain this
more than waiting tor that
exciting visit to the materni- healthy pregnancy by eating
ty ward. The expectant well, getting plenty of rest,
mother can prepare for her and avoiding high temperapregnancy by eating well tures and activities that
and taking daily prenatal could lead to a fall or
vitamins, and exercising abdominal injury. If you are
regularly. She can also con- expecting, you should pay
centrate on getting medical attention to these tips to
and dental work out of the ensure the healthiest of
way, stopping any means of pregnancies for both you
birth control and avoiding and your baby.
Get chronic medical conditions such as obesity, diabetes, high blood pressure,
and asthma under control
before you become pregnant. This is important to
ensure your baby is healthy
and does not have any birth
defects."A mother's obesity
and uncontrolled blood
sugar puts her baby at risk
for a variety of congenital
malformations, including
Dr. Kerrt Hierpe
defects of the brain and

spinal cord," explains Dr.
Dawn Deeter of Murray
Woman's Clinic. If you are
depressed
when . you
becotne pregnant, you are
more likely to experience
postpartum depression. It is
important to get help by
talking to your doctor, family, friends, your partner or
even seeing a therapist.
Visit a dentist to get your
teeth cleaned and leam how
to prevent gum disease.
Gum disease can increase
the risk of a preterm delivery and babies with periodontal infections are twice
as likely to be admitted to a
neonatal intensive care unit.
The Center for Disease
Control (CDC) also reports
that infants are three times
more likely to need hospitalization beyond seven
days.
Get all vaccinations
updated. Check with your
doctor to see if your vacci-

FREE
In Town Delivery To Home
or Business
Fast

nations are up to date before
you get pregnant, as some
vaccines are harmful to die
fetus.
"With measles, mumps,
rubella, and chickenpox
vaccines, you must have the
shot, and use birth control,
for one to three months
prior to conception," Dr.
Deeter said.
Reduce your stress. This
can be done by exercising,
getting plenty of rest and
sleep, and developing a
good support system.
Participate in childbirth
education classes. These
can help you to know what
to expect and how to handle
labor and the delivery.
Strive for proper nutrition
and healthy weight gain.
Pay close attention to folic
acid intake. iron, and calcium. A vegetarian diet will
require sptcial attention to
get enough protein, vitamin
612. vitamin D, and zinc.

too value (No Obligation • Nothing To Pay) 4_750 pique I

YOU INV HAVE ONE OF THESE
160ANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1_ Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis
5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
E. Sinusitis

A

<-"a"-'% Medical Arts Pharmacy
and

Home Medical

and upper body bends.
Avoid foods and other
things harmful to you or
your baby. These include
unripened papaya, alcohol,
tobacco and tobacco smoke,
caffeine. hot tubs, saunas,
fish that may contain mercury, hazardous chemicals,
radiations, certain cosmetic
products, and sources of
toxoplasmosis
infection
such as raw meat, poultry,
seafood, unwashed fruits
and vegetables, cat feces,
and outdoor soil that cats
commonly use.
These tips are sure to help
you on your way to a
healthy pregnancy. As
always, talk to your doctor
or midwife if you have any
other questions or concerns.
A
healthy
pregnancy
requires your active, concerned participation — perhaps in ways you never
expected.

inGet Your FREE Full Spinal Examinationf:

Friendly
Service

We Carry- a Full Line
of Durable Medical and
Oxygen Equipment &
Nebulizers!

Plan ahead for breastfeeding. Learn about breastfeeding and find a good lactation consultant ahead of
time. Buy necessary supplies, and make advance
arrangements for a private
place to pump if you plan to
work away from your baby
after inatemity leave.
Take prenatal vitamins.
Take a daily multivitamin
that contains 400 milligrams of folic acid, which
can be bought over the
counter.. eat breakfast cereals fortified with folic acid
as well as green leafy vegetables, nuts, beans, and citrus fruits, which naturally
contain folic acid.
Exercise safely. You
should exercise for at least
30 minutes on most days of
the week. Stretching and
strengthening
exercises
suited
for
pregnancy
include hack press, forward
bend. pelvic tilt, trunk twist,

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

This entire
osewheetiesi Is
FIREE.
11 yes weft mete
I
sere ewe treatesset
we do all the papery/wk. I

759-1116
Meetien 7111s AI
When Ceiling.
Offes Expires 3/31/10
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FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic
care can reiieye your aches and pains. This examination
I normally costs $150.00 or more. It will include a chiroprac• tic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological testa spinal
▪ alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess
I motion in the spine. and a private consultation with the
doctor to discuss the resutts.
D.SCLAPAER ANY PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOP PA,NE Ni pAG A PGN, To F.,
TO PAY
ePTHIN
NOLIRS OF RESPONON3 FO TIPS AZ

300 South 8th St.• TVlurray •753-2011

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER,INC.

Conveniently located in the Medical Arts Building
Hours: M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

1703 HWY. 121 NORTH BYPASS• MURRAY, KY 42071
ft s Not About Your Back. Ifs About Your Health
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What is health? A chiropractor's guide
Special to the Ledger
The Journal of the Amencan Medical Association
OA:MA) published an article entitled "Stroke In A Healthy
46-Year-Old Man." Healthy women develop cancer? Healthy
men suffer strokes? Those conditions can take months,
years or even decades of body malfunction (dis-ease) to
develop. Were these people really healthy the day before
their cancer was diagnosed or their stroke occurred? Of
course not!
When a traditional MD declares you "healthy" what
he/she is really saying is that you have no symptoms or
abnormalities that their training can detect. That is why
people can be declared "healthy" when they are in fact
facing serious illness. We do not mean to imply that
medical diagnosis is useless; however it does have serious limitations.
Too many people live their leaves silently waiting for
disease to seemingly "strike" out of nowhere. Many people enter medical offices with fear in their hearts. "What
will they discover?" "A cancer?" "Deteriorating joints?"
"Organ disease?" Must they live with years of body malfunction before the medical profession can diagnose a
problem? Does it have to be that way?
People are increasingly choosing another path. Instead
of waiting for their health to deteriorate. getting a medical diagnosis and then intervening with the tools of medicine (drugs and surgery). they are choosing approaches
to maintain and enhance their health.
People are exercising eating bener. exploring natural
childbirth. breast-feeding. using natural products, avoiding
drugs (as much as possible). praying. meditating and turning to vitalistic healing arts for their health care. Vitalistic healing arts include chiropractic and other systems
that take many years of highly disciplined study to master. Practitioners of these arts appear to be able to locate
signs of body disturbance, malfunction or dis-ease long
before allopathic (regular) MDS can diagnose something
wrong.

popular natural. drug-free healthcare system in the world ance and health.
That is a fact no matter what disease
- chiropractic. Chiropractic helps people function closer or condition
you may have. By correcting your subluxatheir physical and emotional best, recover from sickness, tions, chiropracto
rs help activate your natural healing abildisease and disability faster and minimize the use of drugs ity to
function at its optimum - to awaken your "inner
and surgery in their lives. Many who choose a chiroprac- healer."
That's why increasing numbers of people are seetic lifestyle report less stress, more vitality and more
ing chiropractors for health problems - but not only for
enjoyment in life.
health problems. Many people are also seeing chiropracChiropractic is a system of healthcare that releases a
serious stress from your body: the vertebral subluxation tors to maintain and enhance their health, for better sports
complex (VSC or subluxation). A subluxation is an often perforrnance, for natural immunity - and a drug free
painless, tiny spinal distortion that can affect your nerves, lifestyle.
Your doctor of chiropractic is specially trained to anamuscles, internal organs. discs, bones, brain function, poslyze your body for subluxations. Using special chiropracture and overall health.
Subluxations are caused by stress of all kinds; poor tic spinal "adjustment" techniques, your chiropractor safeposture, accidents, sitting or working in the same posi- ly, gently and painlessly corrects your subluxations, ridtion for long periods and sports. Even emotional stress ding your day of this dangerous condition.
Walk into a chiropractor's office and who do you see?
can suddenly knock us "out of whack." Adults can carry
subluxations in their bodies that were originally caused People with all kinds of problems: colds, flu, allergies.
by a stressful birth or a childhood fall. Unless they have hearing problems, ear infections. spinal or disc problems.
a chiropractic spinal checkup these long-standing sublux- pain. whiplash. arthritis, insomnia. stress. vision problems.
ations may never be corrected. Adults may then develop PMS. headaches. allergies. bed-wetting, colic, high blood
physical and/or emotional dis-ease or body malfunction pressure - the list is very long. For over a hundreds
arid subsequent health problems due to these long-stand- years people have visited their neighborhood doctor of
chiropractic for nearly every health condition.
ing subluxations.
Chiropractic occupies a unique place in modern healthStudies reveal that nearly everyone has subluxations in
their spine; it is a "hidden epidemic." For that reason care. It draws upon modern scientific knowledge of anatoyou and your family need to have your spine checked my and physiology using x-rays, infrared and electronic
periodically by a doctor of chiropractic - just as you get scanners and other tools, yet chiropractic respects the
ancient concepts of self-healing, life energy and a holisyour eyes. teeth and blood pressure checked.
Modern chiropractic was discovered in Davenport, Iowa tic approach to health.
Your chiropractor's goal is to tum on your "inner healin 1895 when Dr. D.D. Palmer performed the first chiropractic "spinal adjustment" on his deaf janitor. Harvey er" and awaken your natural healing ability. So if your
Lillard. LiIlard's hearing returned and Palmer thought he tired of being sick and tired, tired of being told "you've
had discovered a cure for deafness. But as patients with just got to learn to live with it," and are looking for natdigestive troubles. sciatica, menstrual troubles. migraine ural method of regaining health and wholeness without
headaches, epilepsy, heart problems. back pain and many polluting your body with chemicals and worrying about
other conditions responded to his "hand treatments" (as side effects, why not join the millions who have discovhe first call them). Palmer realized that he had discov- ered the wonders of this amazing healthcare system? Why
ered something more far-reaching indeed.
live with health problems when you can live without
If people paid attention to their small health problems
People like chiropract
them? Discover chiropractic - discover how natural healthey wouldn't have large health problems - Chinese proverb care in a unique manner.ors because they approach healthInstead of diagnosing and treat- ing can be.
ing disease, your chiropractor's purpose is to enhance
Dr. Dennis Heskett has been practicing chiropractic in
Are you functioning at your optimum? Do you have your health by analyzing
your spine and eliminating your Murray for more than 19 years. but more importantly he
health - complete physical, mental and social well-being? vertebral subluxatio
ns. Without subluxations your body has been living the chiropractic lifestyle of chiropractic
Anything less than optimal may be a warning sign of and mind function
better, heal better and you feel better. first. drugs second and surgery last for over 30 years. He
dis-ease. Some early signs of dis-ease are:
The medical approach of waiting for symptoms to has applied it to his family. he has
three children • Low energy
appear before addressing one's health is limited - by the DeAndra 21, Adam. 20. and lan, 16 who have never
• Poor sleep
time symptoms first appear you could have been deten- had an aspirin, antibiotic or cough
medicine or any drugs.
• Minor aches and pains
orating for years. The chiropractor approach is to get because chiropractic works. Dr.
Heskett has inspired over
• Boredom
your body working well now! You could have subluxa- 40 patients that have gone
on to become or are current• Anxiety
lions in your spine for years. eating away at your health ly in chiropractic schools. also
his brother has been prac• Depression
and be unaware of them. Chiropractors can analyze your ticing chiropractic for
14 years now and he also enjoys
• Poor digestion and elimination
spine and locate (and correct) your subluxations before the benefits of have
four drug free children.
If you pay attention to the small. subtle signs of phys- symptoms appear.
Dr. Heskett lectures world wide on empowering peoical or mental disease now. your body won't have to use
Of course. if you presently are ill and suffering. you ple on better health
senous illness to get your attention later.
need your natural healing ability enhanced so you can to speak to local choices. Dr. Heskett donates his time
charities, groups or organizations. To
Each year millions of people are enjoying the most better fight disease and
return youNelf to a state of bal- contact him. call 75Q-1116.

Live Every Day
In Good Health.
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Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics
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nn Pugh came into this world at 4:16 P.M.
ear's Day, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
the first newborn at the hospital in 2010.
ifirlitbetic in a way. As her parents celebrate the addition
n1 Emily into their
here at Murray.
Heapital we are prepartng to celebrate our 100th birthday
with an addition of our owm a $60
nefon, which will expand services at the hospital
and ensure qualitY healthcare
to our region well
, new equipment, and qualify physicans are certainl
y important elements to this expansion,
one
thtoUghout the entire expansion process has been
choice_

hospital made the choice to invest in the community and quality of
, the community makes the choice to support the hoq:iital and the
MCCH for theft' healthcare needs. Plus, world-class physicians
around the country have, made the choice to practice at
tIls state-of-the-art faciitty.
Throughout its history, leaders who have guided
this hospital have understood the value of a
worid-ciass medical facility to the community
Not only does this hospital provide tor the
physical and mental welt-being of the peopie
we serve. we're also an economic force
that plays a critical role in the business
:0100i0ornent of our corrimurty.
Maim to travel for top-notch
latest equipment,
waatotorailleatia

phySiclans were trained at the
schools and could have chosen
about anywhere to practice but
ohosi3 here.
These physicians come to
MCCH as the hospital
has responded to the
Community's needs hv
adding specialists

that wete in immediate demand in areas
such as Farnity Medicine, internal hredicine
Neurology, Psychiatry. Cardiology, Puirnonoiogy
and Orthopedics.
In 2007. work begen on tire exparGion protect,
which will add 158.(X)0 square feet to Me
existing facility — nearly doubling our site Along
veth the expansion Domes new state-of-the-art
equipment. including a new open fiRftf a cardiac
mot-doing system and eating-edge operating
stiles. We have atso recendy acquired other niew
tedinology including 64 Slice CT, Digital
Mammography. and a Nuciaar Mecicine Carnera.
Other new tectrciogical features include bedside
rnedicaton venticabon and tis corks &Canning,
ischaaipo tatign-.DaWart,
Oulflapdalliarey Meaty Hookarat a avionat
*aft, cournitted to piovidire our patients tind
the communities we serve with the heaithaare
they deserve,
On behalf of the hospitai staff and Ward of
directors. voe thank you for your continued support.
and for choosing Pvturray-Calloway County Hospital
as pis prvnary healthcare provider

KEITH BAILEY
CEO Andflar Callaway County Hospital
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Health and Wellness Center celebrates 10 years

4

1

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Calloway County Hospital's J. Stuart Poston Center for Health and
Wellness is celebrating 10
years of service to the community in 2010 and Director Keena Miller wants
everyone to know what the
center has to offer.
The center was built in
2000 to enhance the continuum of care provided to
Murray-Calloway County
and the surrounding region,
according to Miller.
"We provide a variety of
services that help our community to reduce the risk
of illness and injury." Miller
said.
center also provides rehab and disease management through our Center for Diabetes and Center
for Rehab and Sports Medicine to help people return
to optimal health."
The center collaborates
with a variety of community programs to further
improve the health status of
the region. Partners include
the American Red Cross,
Calloway County Alliance
Substance Abuse Prevention,
CUBS, Fit Youth Team,
Health Department. Calloway Breast and Cervical
Cancer Coalition, both

school systems, MSU and
business/industry.
Miller said the center is
based upon the " medical
fitness model."
"The Wellness Center collaborates with health care
providers and other departments in the hospital to incorporate fitness and clinical
components into a comprehensive wellness program,"
she said.
The center offers a Webbased wellness program "
Ongoing and New Opportunities Motivation" Web
site where participants can
track workouts and monitor
health indicators such as
weight, fitness levels. blood
pressure. blood sugar and
blood cholesterol.
"Participants also have
access to our staff of health
coaches and other health
related resources on-line."
Miller said.
New members receive a
fitness assessment and health
risk appraisal. The information gathered along with the
individual's personal goals
is used to design an exercise prescription for the
member.
There is a wide variety
of group fitness and aquatic programs offered at the
center
including
yoga.

Hates, cardio-kickboxing,
karate, Body Pump, Body
Vive, Zumba, Fitness for
Kids, Fit for Life, spinning.
Water Works aquatic exercise, Arthritis Foundation
Aquatic program including
a "heated'' version.
"People that are referred
by other MCCH services,
such as Cardiac Rehab and
the Cancer Center can join
the Wellness Center with no
joining fee," Miller said.
Also offered is massage
therapy. nutrition counseling
and health screenings.
Private classes are available.
"We are offering two
opportunities to get personal training attention in a small
class setting — Circuit Training and PT Xtra Lose Big
campaign," Miller said.
"Members join a team and
work with personal trainers
in a weight loss competition. The campaign concentrates on healthy choices to
lose weight. The person that
loses the highest percent of
body weight over the 3month contest gets 5 free personal training sessions and
a 6-month membership.
The center also sponsors
health education and screening through Health Express
and Health Promotion pro-

grams which includes smoking cessation. weight management, babysitter training
classes, swimming lessons.
PrimeLife seminars, health
screenings, diabetes selfmanagement classes. support
groups and health education.
Also offered is the Center for Rehab and Sports
Medicine which provides
outpatient physical. speech
and occupational therapy to
patients with a variety of
health problems to help them
retum to normal function
and regular daily activities.
'The Center for Diabetes provides diabetes self-management education to individuals and the center's Medical Nutrition Counseling
Program provides reliable.
objective advice and separates facts from fads. healthy
meals from dangerous diets,
and helps you translate the
TOM BERRY/Ledger & rrnes
latest scientific findings into
easy to understand nutrition John and Betty Foster, both in their 80s, keep looking
inforrnation from a registered young and fit with regular visits to Murray Calloway
County Hospital's Health and Wellness Center.
dietitian.

Suffering from Allergies or Asthma?
Stay in the line up! Start your spring training at the Allergy & Asthma
Clinic of West Kentucky and let Dr. Stout keep you in the game!
"Get Tested! Get Treated! Get Better!"

Richard H. Stout, MD
. 0 MI

MIMI

imp er unig.

• Physician fully trained and qualified
in the treatment of asthma
• All evaluations done by physician
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• 36 years experience
• All forms of therapy
FDA approved

CVLLERGY&CVSTHMA
CLINIC OF WEST KENTUCKY

Toll Free 1-800-756-S551
Office 1...qc4tiOil,s;,MKVAy,, KY • Unjo,o,City,IN
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Stay away from secondhand smoke

Lauren Ballantyne.
Coalition
Network Coordinator
with Calloway County Alliance tor
Substance Abuse Prevention
Special to the Ledger
If secondhand smoke is the third
leading cause of preventable death
in the United States, why do we so
frequently put ourselves in these
environments? When nonsmokers are
exposed to secondhand smoke it is
called involuntary smoking or passive smoking. Either way, smoker
or not, you are smoking. Scientific
evidence shows that there is no safe
level of exposure to secondhand
smoke, nonsmokers who breathe in
secondhand smoke take in nicotine
and other toxic chemicals just like
smokers do. The more secondhand
smoke you are exposed to, the higher the levels of these hamiful chemicals (4,000 in which 60 are known
to cause cancer) are in your body.
A genetic study has found diat
children who were exposed to secondhand smoke are more likely to
develop lung cancer as adults, according to researchers from the National Cancer Institute and the Mayo
Clinic. An estimated 46,000 deaths
from heart disease and nearly 3,400
lung cancer deaths occur each year
in nonsmokers who live with smok-

ers or are regularly in smoking environments. Childhood exposure to
secondhand smoke raised lung-cancer risk even among study subjects
who never smoked themselves.
Researchers drew their conclusions
in part from analysis of a gene
called MBL2, known to increase
susceptibility' to respiratory diseases.
Children are also very susceptible
to illnesses such as 150,000 to
300,000 lung infections (pneumonia
and bronchitis) in children younger
than 18 months of age, which result
in 7.500- 15,000 hospitalizations annually. Also, secondhand smoke and
children increases the number and
severity of asthma attacks in about
200,000 to 1 million children who
have astluna as well as more than
750,000 middle ear infections in
children.
No parent could possibly want their
child to become ill under completely preventable circumstances, so be
extra cautious about bringing your
children in smoking environments,
they will be much healthier in the
long run if they are not exposed to
these chemicals. If you are going
to smoke, take it outside, and keep
it out of your car.
On a happier note. once tobacco
is eliminated, the body has a chance

to repair itself allowing the heart
rate and blood pressure to drop closer to normal. Within a couple months
of quitting you will see an increase
in lung function and circulation. One
to nine months without tobacco will
find chronic cough and shortness of
breath to be improved. Within a
year of quitting the risk of heart
disease will be half of what it is
for a smoker and in 5 years the
risk of stroke will be decreased to
that of a nonsmoker. If one is tobacco free for 10 years, the death rate
from lung cancer will be half that
of a smoker and the risk of other
cancers, such as mouth, bladder
cervix, will also be reduced. You don't
have to quit alone, if you are interested in receiving help to become
a nonsmoker, contact the Murray/Calloway County Hospital to be added
to the list for upcotning Cooper
Clayton Classes, these classes help
gradually wean yourself off tobacco using nicotine replacement.
Keep yourself and your family
healthy by avoiding secondhand
smoke, ask those who smoke not
to do so around you or your children. It is not about the smoker, it
is about living in a healthy, cleanair environment. For a complete list
of smoke-free restaurants in Murray. visit www.ccasap.com.

wmAr is
The WIC iWomen. Infants arid Children) Program Provides
Healthier Food Choices for Participants
The WIC Program is a federal nutrition program administered by the
United States
Department of Agriculture. It pmvides, without cost to the recipient, suppleme
ntal foods
and nutrition education designed to address the nutritional needs of low-inco
me pregnant, breastfeecling or postpartum women. infants and children up to age five
who are at
nutritional risk.
Revisions have been made to the food packages provided to participants enrolled
in the
WIC Program The new food packages better meet the nutritional needs of
WIC participants and align with the 2005 Dietary Guidelines for Americans and infant
feeding practice guidelines of the American Academy of Pediatrics. The new food provide
WIC participants with a wider variety of foods including fresh fruits and vegetables and
whole
grains and promote and support establishment of successful. long-term brea.stfee
ding.
WIC is an equal opportunity provider. Contact your local health center for more
information.
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How to stop heart
attacks and strokes
T. Michael Adams, M.D.
Special to the Ledger
As we age our risk of a cardiovascular event increases. This is mostly due to accumulative changes in our
blood vessels like slowly progressive plaque formation
and stiffening of the arteries. We can all testify to our
body's general loss of elasticity in our joints and muscles. Well, this also occurs
in our blood vessels and as
a result you are more likely
to have high blood pressure
(hypertension) the older you
get. Consequently, your heart
has to work harder to pump
against these "tight pipes,"
and your heart is more likely to get poor blood supply if your coronary arteries are atherosclerotic. But
don't despair. There are lots of things you can do to
minimize your risk of heart attacks or stroke.
First, take a baby aspirin every day. This simple
measure will reduce your risk of heart anal: or stroke
by 25 percent. If you have abnorrnal bleeding or melena (black tarry stools indicative of probable stomach
ulcer bleeding) then you must check with your doctor
before starting aspirin.
Second, don't smoke. You've heard all the reasons
this is bad for you. It is a big factor in atherosclerotic plaque formation in your arteries (hardening of the
arteries). So pick a date and stop.
Third, know what your blood pressure is. Ideally,

See Next Page
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HOW DO I APPLY FOR THE
WIC PROGRAM?
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Contact your county health center for an appointment.
Staff at the health center will:
1. Request that you show proof of your identity and residence
2. Determine if you meet income guidelines of the program. To qualify
you must show
proof that:
• You receive KTAP, Food Stamps or Medicaid or
• A pregnant woman or infant in your household receives Medicaid
or
• A member of your household receives KTAP or • Your househol
d income is at or
below 185% poverty. You will need to bring proof of income.

WHAT DOES THE PROGRAM PROVIDE?
1. Healthy Foods: A monthly food prescription for healthy foods. Foods that can be
received include: Milk and cheese or tofu • 100% fruit juice or
vegetables juice • Eggs•
Peanut butter, dry beans or canned beans • Whole grain bread,
brown
tortillas • Iron-rich cereal • Fresh fruits and vegetables • Canned rice or whole grain
fish • Iron fortified
infant formula • Infant fruits, vegetables and meats.
2. Nutrition Education & Services: Nutrition education will help
you choose nutritious
food to improve your and your family's health. Dietary guidance and promotion of physical activity is offered to qualifying individuals.
3. Health Care: The WIC Program can help you find regular health care and childhood shots if needed.
4. Access to matemal, prenatal and pediatric healthcare services.
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Strep throat: The ugly truth
Stefan' Billington
Special to the Ledger
.Atter all the hype about
swine flu, there is an old illness that tends to rear its
ugly head every year about
this time of year: Strep
throat.
Any pediatrician will tell
you that this bacterial infection of the throat and the
tonsils can present with
many types of symptoms.
The throat becomes irritated
and inflamed which causes
a sudden and severe sore
throat, Because we are so
quick to think that any sore
throat is step, most sore
throats are caused by a viral
infection and not strep bacteria.
So how do you know if
you should take your child,
or yourself to the doctor? If
your or your child has cold
symptoms such as coughing, sneezing, or a runny,
stuffy nose, it's probably
viral not bacterial. Bacterial
strep throat usually presents
with painful swallowing,
fever over 101 degrees
Farenheit, swollen tonsils
and lyrr,ph nodes, and white
or yellow spots on the hack
of a bright red throat.
The most conunon symp-

tom is a sudden, severe sore
throat. Although not as
common, you may also
have a headache, belly pain,
vomiting, body aches, loss
of appetite and a red skin
rash. It is also important to
know who you or your child
has been in contact with.
Step bacteria is easily
passed from person to person by breathing, coughing
or sneezing which caused
tiny droplets to be released
in the air that contains step
bacteria. These droplets can
then be inhaled which gives
you a good chance of contracting
the
bacteria.
Symptoms can present 2 to
5 days after contact. If any
of these symptoms occur, it
is extremely important to
have a strep test done at
your doctors office immediately.
Normally your doctor will
do a physical exam and a
rapid strep test. If symptoms are conducive to strep,
but the rapid strep test is
negative, the doctor may. do
a throat culture or just place
the patient on antibiotics.
Strep throat will usually go
away after three to seven
days without treatment.
Antibiotics may not shorten

the healing time, but the
important thing is the.s
shorten the time you are
able to spread the disease to
others and it also lowers the
risk of spreading the disease
to other parts of your body
Most people remain contagious 24 hours after starting the antibiotic, but without the antibiotic you can
remain contagious for two
to three weeks after symptoms resolve. The doctor
may have you treat the pain
and fever with over the
counter acetaminophen or
ibuprofen. If you are unsure
what is the right dose for
you or your child, consult
with your pharmacist.
By following a few simple
strep may be
avoided. Be aware of contagious people, wash hands
often, don't eat or drink
after them and don't share
toothbrushes. You can also
avoid spreading strep by
simply staying home for 24
hours after you have started
antibiotics. Education is the
best way to limit the spread
of this painful illness. Feel
free to contact your doctor
or pharmak.ist with any
questions and remember to
use common sense.
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your blood pressure should
be in the 120s over the
70s (120-130/70-80) for
men and less for women.
If you check it over three
months and it is too high
then se,e your doctor and
take your blood pressure
readings with you when you
go.
Fourth, know your sugar
level. Your doctor can test
your blood to check your
current glucose level and
your 3 month blood sugar
level (hemoglobin AlC).
Fasting glucose should be
less than 110 and random
sugar should never be
above 200. The hemoglobin A1C should be less
than 6.0. If any of your
sugars are higher than this
then you likely have dia-

betes and should be on
diet and medication.
Fifth, lose that extra
weight. A lot of people
and lose weight and resolve
their HTN,high cholesterol,
diabetes and painful knees
all at once.
Lastly, know your cholesterol. Many of us inherit bad cholesterol genes
but some of us eat the
wrong way also. Your doctor can check a fasting
(nothing to eat the 10 hours
prior to lab draw) lipid
panel for you. Your doctor will let you know what
your goal numbers are and
the best way for you to
get there.
Keep your life simple
and enjoy your every day
as a gift. Be grateful for
the people in your life and

What do you do next?
When your family physician tells you
its time to see a specialist in obstetrics,
it's nice to know that an experienced
team of skilled, board certified
physicians is only' minutes away.
With six doctors three nurse
practitioners, and an experienced
of nurses, sonographers and
technicians, you're assured of
of' care you need, when pu need it.
Murray Woman's Clinic has been.'
serving the healthcare needs of weat
Kentucky women for more chaospeo
s. There are no long waiiit see
e doctor of' your choice, or to consult
with another physician, as you please.
So, when your doctor asks,"Where
would you like to gor it's nice to know
that yuu can answer with confidence:

Heart attack prevention

is at
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try to bring joy to those
around you. Perhaps these
are the most important suggestions I could make to
improve and prolong your
life.

T. Michael Adams, M.D.
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